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NSU Law Ranked #1... Again!
'Most Wired Law School' in the United States
For the second consecutive time, Nova Southeastern
University's Shepard Broad Law Center was named the most
wired law school in America by the National Jurist magazine,
beating out such schools as Duke University, Boston College,
and the University of California-Los Angeles.
NSU Law finished atop the survey with a 3.83 final "grade
point average," a full .33 ahead of second-place winner Duke
University (3.5) and above the Boston College Law School and the
University of North Dakota (3.47). Rounding out the top 10 were
Illinois Institute of Techno
Professor Michael L. Richmond receives
the Professor of the Year Award from
Student Bar Association Representative
Domiitic Fariello, 2L.
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logy Chicago Kent (3.4),
University of California-Los
Angeles (3.28), Indiana Uni
versity (3.25), Washington
University (3.25), Gonzaga
University (3.17), and the
University of Illinois (3.1).
"We pulled ahead of
the other schools three
years ago, and we continue
to lead in an area that the
American Bar Associa
tion's deputy consultant
on legal education [Barry
Currier]
identified
as
essential if law schools are
'to provide a good educa
tional environment
to
their students,'" said Dean
Harbaugh. "It was a great

SBA President Qhislaine Torres '01.
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Dean Joseph D. Harbaugh shares National Jurist rankings with
Bryan Mathis, 2L, Christina McKinnon, '01, Amy Bloom, '01,

received a 3.0 in Career
GPA, and a 3.5 in Other
Elements GPA.

"The competition and
the pressure has translated
to great leaps at some schools," wrote Rebecca Luczycki for the
National Jurist. "For instance, Nova Southeastern University . . .
kept its edge by being completely 'wireless'—requiring all stu
dents to have laptop computers equipped with connectors that
can hook them up to the school network no matter where they
are in the building. Nova Southeastern [University] also stands
out by providing wide access to its technology options to stu
dents and student organizations, by aggressively using World
Wide Web and other communications features in courses, and
by using a wide range of tools to assist students in their job
searches."

Scott Adams, 2L, Elyssa Schwartz, '01, and Madelin Diaz, IE.

ahead of the curve. As the information technology revolution
has swept through legal education over the last decade, law
schools have been scrambling to keep up. While most have
achieved a basic level of technology, the rapid pace of change
has put some schools at the cutting edge but is catching others
by surprise. Indeed, technology provides a key path for schools
today to set themselves apart from the pack." The National
Jurist's latest survey of the "wired" quotient shows a full range
of options at the more than 100 law schools that responded.
The gamut runs from schools that barely have any information
technology culture—including ones that don't integrate it into
courses and career placement, or that don't have network con
nections for laptop computers—to schools that have full wire
less networking, the biggest wave on the horizon.

The National Jurist last ranked schools in 1998. At that
time, nine of the law schools listed in this year's top 20 were
not among the elite. Of the 11 schools that were listed in the
top 20 of both surveys, five (Washington University, University
of Illinois, University of Richmond, University of Virginia, and
University of Idaho) lost ground, while another five (Boston
College, Illinois Institute of Technology Chicago Kent, Georgia
State University, University of Arizona, and Florida State
University) climbed in the rankings.

NSU Law Hosts Equal Justice Colloquium
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technology in courses
and classrooms. It also
assigned three credits to
student access and three
more to hardware

Access GPA, Course Use
GPA, Student Use GPA,
and Hardware GPA. It

As the National Jurist reports, "Almost every school has
jumped on the information technology express. But some are
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assigned three "GPA
credits" to network access
and to use of information

Nova Southeastern
University earned the sur
vey's highest marks [4-0] in
four categories—Network

achievement when NSU was named number one in the 1998

Bar Association Alumni Award from

National Jurist Reports

resources. It then
assigned two credits to
career placement
resources, and an extra credit
for other resources that
schools offer beyond the
established categories.

rankings by the National Jurist. It is even more remarkable that
we retained that leadership position in the latest survey."
Scott Mager '88 accepts the Student

Citing the "rapid expansion of information technology
resources at law schools," the National Jurist's 2001 wired com
parison expanded on the criteria last considered. The magazine
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president of The Florida Bar;
and Joseph D. Harbaugh, dean of NSU Law Center.
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Message from the Dean:

NSU is #1; Duke is #2 ...
... And other major law schools trail behind in the second National Jurist
survey of technology leaders in American legal education. Three years
ago, when NSU Law finished on top in the first national ranking of
"wired" law schools, many legal educators were surprised because they were

Dean Joseph Harbaugh has made spreading the good

unaware of NSU's technologic sophistication. This time around, however,

news about NSU Law a number one priority. His presen

other schools set their sights on NSU. Indeed, over the past three years,
dozens of schools (including several in the top 10) sent teams to the Law
Center to find out what we had done to earn the #1 spot in the original

NSU Academic Dean of the Year
2001 Student Life Achievement Awards

survey. As they wandered around the building, the visiting administrators
and faculty members took copious notes and whispered among themselves
about the technology changes they needed to make when they returned to

their home campuses. Despite their concerted efforts to overtake us, however, NSU Law successfully defended its ranking as
the nation's "#1 Wired Law School."
Repeating as the national leader in technology reinforces the growing reputation of NSU Law as an innovative and unique
legal education institution. Across the country in growing numbers, legal educators, lawyers, judges, and applicants recognize

tation "Lawyering at the Speed of Business" has received
acclaim from the many prominent business leaders he
has met during monthly lectures to the Rotary Clubs.
Mary Anderson, Ph.D., president-elect of Rotary Club of
Fort Lauderdale North, said, "I am fascinated with the
advancements and accomplishments that you have imple
mented in your program."

In the News
Diane Altimari, financial operations manager of the Law
Library, published "The Internet and Online Ordering" in the
fall 2000 South Florida Association of Law Librarians

that the Law Center is engaged in academic programs and activities that set us apart from the crowd.

(SFALL) newsletter.

Technology is not the only field in which NSU Law is recognized as a leader and innovator. Like our cutting-edge use of

Debra Curtis, career counselor, was chosen by the Law

technology, our unique Lawyering Skills and Values Program (LSV) is drawing the attention of legal educators across the
country. Delegations are arriving to examine this special two-year program that is central to our efforts to prepare students to

Office Management Advisory Service (L0MAS) of The
Florida Bar to have three articles published in The Florida
Bar News. "Train New Lawyers in Your Billing Practices"

think and act like lawyers. When combined with our guaranteed clinical program, LSV has helped our recent graduates

was published in the February issue, and "Train New

obtain employment in record numbers and at average starting salaries that well exceed the Florida norms.

Lawyers in Your Advertising Procedures," on marketing a
small law firm, appeared in the March 15 issue at page 23.

Other recent NSU Law programs are adding to the list of innovations that distinguish our academic program from the ordi

"Train New Lawyers in Law Office Management" will be

nary law school. The ABA recently approved our new online master's in health law, the first academic degree in law aimed

forthcoming at a later date. Her article on good billing prac

at nonlawyers. The charter class of health care professionals to pursue the M.H.L. degree will be drawn from across the coun

tices for small firm lawyers was published in the March edi

try and freed from the traditional constraints of time and place, further expanding the reputation of the Law Center.
We also have taken advantage of the Internet as an educational medium to expand the reach of our signature Summer
Conditional program. The renamed AAMPLE (Alternative Admission Model Program forLegal Education) program i5~ncsw~
providing an "ample opportunity" to students beyond Florida to qualify for admission to NSU Law. With the support and

tion of Florida Lawyer, published by the Daily Business
Review. GP Solo, a publication of the American Bar
Association, has accepted Debra's article, "Give Your New
Associates the Business (Business Training, That Is)" for its
"Making Cents" portion of the May or June 2001 issue. On
April 2, Debra was admitted to practice to the U.S.

encouragement of the Law School Admissions Council, we are exploring whether our successful on-campus substitute for the

Supreme Court, at the court session in Washington, D.C.

LSAT can become the national alternative to the standardized test. Legal educators around the nation are eagerly awaiting

Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices Ginsberg, O'Connor,

the performance outcomes of the 63 online AAMPLE students from 10 states who are now studying criminal procedure and
negotiable instruments over the Internet in an effort to qualify for admission to the Law Center.

and Kennedy performed the ceremony.

Michael W. Moskowitz was chair of the Host Committee of
the Soref Jewish Community Center in Plantation, which

The widespread recognition that NSU Law is a center for innovation in legal education is helping us achieve one of my goals
as dean—to enhance the value of the NSU Law degree for every alum who has graduated in the past 24 years. As more legal
professionals and members of the public hear and read about the Law Center's leading-edge programs, our reputation grows
and your NSU Law degree becomes even more valuable.

recently presented the Humanitarian of the Year Award to
Broward County Commissioner Suzanne N. Gunzburger.
Michael is on the NSU Law Center board of governors, and
managing partner of Moskowitz, Mandell, Salim &
Simowitz, PA.

Martin Press, NSU Law Center board of governors, was

Patricia Jason Named
Associate Dean for Student
and Administrative Affairs

quoted in the Broward Daily Business Review on October
17 in the article titled "Time Enough for Taxes." Martin is
managing partner of the Fort Lauderdale office of Broad
and Cassel.

Nancy Kelly Sanguigni, director of admissions, will be a
panelist at the NAPLA-SAPLA Joint Conference being held

Patricia Jason, former director of NSU Law's Career

in Williamsburg, Virginia, for a workshop session titled

Development Office, has been promoted to associate dean for stu

"Southern Law Schools Exposure."

dent and administrative affairs. Before joining the Law Center's

Maxine Scheffler, document coordinator, was appointed by

senior administration in 1996, Pat was an attorney with the
Office of General Counsel of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), and dealt with disasters through
out the United States and the Virgin Islands, including Hurricane
Andrew. Prior to her position with FEMA, she worked as a
human resource manager in both the public and private sector.
She holds a B.A. in social work and political science and an
M.A. in public administration, both from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and a J.D. from the University of Miami.

the Commissioners of Lauderhill to the Code Enforcement
Board of Lauderhill.

Mary Paige Smith, assistant law librarian for technical
services, published "Library Catalogs on the Net"" in the
fall 2000 South Florida Association of Law Librarians
(SFALL) newsletter.

Lisa Smith-Butler, associate director of the Law Library, is
mentioned on page 357 of the book What Law School
Doesn't Teach You by Kim Walton. Walton states.. don't

Associate Dean Patricia Jason
"Pat has the knowledge, experience, and good judgment to effec
tively manage this difficult, challenging, and critical position. I'm

overlook Internet research" and reprints Lisa's list of sites
as Appendix A. Lisa was quoted in the Sun-Sentinel on July

delighted that Pat is willing to assume these responsibilities," said Dean Joseph D. Harbaugh in announcing Pat's pro

3 in an article regarding cell phone usage in libraries,

motion to the Law Center community.

museums, and concerts. Lisa graduated from the SEFLIN

Pat resides in Miami with her husband Doran, a real estate developer, and has four grown children and eight
grandchildren.

Sunseekers Leadership Institute in September. She recently
published "Florida Legal Materials via the Internet" in the
fall 2000 South Florida Association of Law Librarians
(SFALL) newsletter.
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$1 Million Gift from C. William Trout
Charitable Trust Establishes
Distinguished Chair in Public
Interest Law at the Law Center

NSU Law Center Board of Governors

NSU Law has received a $1 million gift from the C. William Trout Charitable Trust.
The money will be used to create the John B. Anderson Distinguished Visiting Chair in
Public Interest Law, a special endowed fund that will allow the Law Center to expand its
teachings, projects, and research in the
field of public interest law.
Dean Harbaugh commented, "We
Front row (I to r): Russell M. Gardner, Sheldon J. Schlesinger, Bruce A. McAllister, Dean

are extremely grateful to the C. William

Joseph D. Harbaugh, Martin R. Press, Nina C. Ellenbogen Raim, M.D., '78, and Mortyn K.

Trout Trust Fund for providing this

Zietz- Second row (I to r): Honorable Melanie G. May '81, Gary S. Betensky '84, James R.

invaluable gift to our school. It gives us a

Quick, D.M.D., '96, Gerald M. Morris '77, Douglas M. Mcintosh '81, Manuel Kushner, and

unique opportunity to provide an excep

Sandra G. Krawitz '89. Back row (I to r): Elizabeth Welch, Bernard T. Moyle '84, Mark

tional program in public interest law that

Aronson '81, Mitchell Ceasar '78, Steven B. Dolchin, Honorable Thomas M. Lynch '77, and

will benefit our students for years to

Honorable Howard C. Berman '77• (Not available for photo session: Nathan Bisk, Shepard

come. It is also fitting that the chair will

Broad, Honorable Robert F. Diaz '84, W. Tinsley Ellis, Paul Finizio '83, Honorable Rex J. Ford

be named for John Anderson, a dedicat

'84, Representative Lois J. Frankel, Willie E. Gary, Lester Goldstein '78, William M. Guttman,

ed public servant and respected interna

Michael Kosnitzky, Dave Merriken, James Fox Miller, Michael W. Moskowitz, August C. Paoli,

tional leader in the legal and political

Gary A. Poliakoff, Terrence J. Russell, Michael Sierra, and Peter L. Wechsler.)

communities."
John Anderson, a distinguished vis
iting professor since 1987, has had a promi

John B. Anderson

nent career in law and politics, including 10 terms in the U.S. House of Representatives
and a bid for the presidency in 1980. In addition to teaching law at NSU, Anderson cur
rently spends time in Washington, D.C., where he is the president of the World
Federalist Association, president and chair of the Center for Voting and Democracy, and
cochair of the Senior Advisory Board of Public Campaign.
While he will not occupy the chair himself, Anderson, a trustee of the C. William
Trout Trust Fund, was instrumental in the establishment of the chair and has high hopes
about what it can accomplish for NSU, its faculty, and students.
"Having had a long career in both law and politics, I believe that the subject of
public interest law is vital and important to the curriculum of any law school that wants
to be regarded as outstanding. That has always been my ambition for the Shepard Broad
Law Center," Anderson said.
According to Anderson, the chair is an appropriate way to honor the memory of his
longtime friend William Trout, a real estate developer and investor who always had a
lively interest in politics.
The holder of the chair will be selected by a faculty committee under the direction

NSU Law Student Named
Chair-Elect to ABA-LSD
Bryan D. Mathis, 2L, is national chair-elect for the Law
Students Division of the American Bar Association (ABA).
Bryan was elected at the board of governors meeting in
Tucson, Arizona, on November 3. The Law Student Division
represents more than 45,000 law students across the coun
try from ABA-approved law schools. It strives to further the
purposes and goals of the ABA, with an emphasis on ensuring that law students have an
active voice in helping to shape the policies and priorities that affect legal education and
the profession as a whole. Bryan will continue his chair-elect status until the ABA annual
meeting in Chicago in August 2001, where he will be installed as the chair, to serve a fullyear term. Bryan is a Goodwin academic fellow, president of the Black Law Students
Association, founding president of the Law Student Division of the Federal Bar Association,
and a member of the Student Bar Association. He is also a member of Alpha Phi Alpha and
Phi Alpha Delta legal fraternity and Association of Business Law Students. Bryan's interests
lie in tax, intellectual property, and securities law.

of Dean Harbaugh.
"My hope is that this gift will make it possible for us to attract legal scholars of gen

AAMPLE

uine reputation and renown," Anderson said. "It will certainly enhance the reputation of
the school. And by having that kind of eminent talent available, we will draw into the

Over the past 25 years, the NSU Law Center has

school capable young men and women who are interested in pursuing the broad topic of

provided potential law students with an alternative

public interest."

to the traditional application process. The program
was formerly named Summer Conditional

In addition to attracting high-level faculty members, the John B. Anderson

(CONDO). In 2001, the CONDO program was

Distinguished Visiting Chair in Public Interest Law will provide research and library

renamed the Alternative Admission Model

support, as well as travel expenses for the holder of the chair. It will also provide fund

Program for Legal Education (AAMPLE). This

ing for special projects that will foster student understanding of the lawyer's role in

program has given hundreds of students the oppor

public interest.

tunity to prove their potential ability as law stu
dents despite low LSAT scores and GPAs. For the first time, AAMPLE will be offered

CRILTREN FIRST NEWS
The Tallahassee Democrat is publishing John Ratiiff and Chris Zawisza's op-ed

not only in the traditional sense, but also online. State-of-the-art technology combines
with experienced faculty members and personal attention to create a positive learning
environment. The on-campus classes are taught at the NSU main campus in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida. Both the online and on-campus programs began in May.

piece, "Let's Give More Help to Grandparents Who Are Raising Children." Chris
was quoted in The Herald on December 12 in the story titled, "Report on

In conjunction with the Broward County Bar

Children's Deaths in 1999 Targets State System."

Association's Law Day Celebration, the Children
and Family Law Clinic received the Pro Bono
Law Firm Service Award from the Legal Aid

THE CASE OF THE MISSING HARMONY ROCK

Society of Broward County. The award was given
"in appreciation for the exceptional number of

Professor Steve Friedland conducted a mock trial for NSU's "Take Our Children to Work

hours and high quality of volunteer legal service

Day" on Thursday, April 26, 2001, at 11:00 a.m. in the large lecture hall at the Shepard

provided in order to improve the quality of life for

Broad Law Center. Professor Friedland's mock trial focused on the case of the missing

all people living in Broward County." It is the

harmony rock and whether or not Professor Joel Mintz stole the rock. There were

highest award given by Broward Legal Aid and is

approximately 125 children and parents involved as judges, jurors, lawyers, and witnesses.

traditionally awarded to the largest and most pow

This is the eighth annual "Take Our Children to Work Day" sponsored by NSU.

erful law firms. Professor Timothy Arcaro, director

Cochairing the event were Alice Aschbrenner and Don Wykis. Acting as "chief justice"

of the Children and Family Law Clinic, accepted

was Jessica Williams, age 13. The result was a hung jury and a fun day for all.

the award on May 6 at the Tower Club.
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Public Interest Law Center
The National Association for Public Interest Law (NAPIL) held its eighth annual charity auction on
Friday, March 23. Items auctioned included dinners with favorite professors, sporting event tickets, BarBri
Bar Prep Courses, MicroMash Bar Preps, gift certificates to local restaurants, sports and political memora
bilia, "Day at the Spa," and much more. All money raised by the auction is used to provide fellowships to
students working in the public interest arena. For a number of years, NAPIL has been raising money for
students working in traditionally unpaid legal jobs, generally serv
ing the public.
NSU Law's Public Interest Law Center hosted a reception on
April 19 to honor students who completed a total of 50 or more
Alumni support Public Interest Law Day.

hours of pro bono legal work and their "employers." Two special

Row 1: Barry Butin '84, Dina Athanasopoulos '99,
Sherene Persad '98, Priya Mahtani '99
Row 2: Mertella Burris '99 and Martha Cannon '99
Row 3: Fran Tetunic '84, Michael Ray '78,
Kimberly Rommel-Enright '92, Maria Harris '95
Rote 4: Alan Ehrlich '79, Scott Walker '93, Bob
Lawrence '98, Elena Minicucci '96

awards were presented to Michelle Eichelman, 3L, for the most
pro bono hours served and to the Guardian Ad Litem Programs
in Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties for provid
ing the most pro bono opportunities for NSU Law students.
Public Interest Law Day, held on February 21, brought more
than 80 public interest employers to the Law Center
to meet with students and discuss possible future
employment in the public sector. The event was well
represented by alumni of the Law Center and includ
ed Mertella Burris '99, Legal Aid Society of Broward
County; Jeffrey Cox '99, United States Securities and

Michelle Eichelman, 3L, receives the
Gene and Ruth Posner Foundation Pro
Bono Award from Associate Dean
Patricia Jason for individually
contributing more than 750 hours.

Exchange Commission; Frank Delatorre '83, public defender, 17th Judicial Circuit; Jane L.
Duff '88, Family Court Services, 17th Judicial Circuit; Alan Ehrlich '79, American Civil
Liberties Union; Maria Harris '95, Administrative Office of Courts, Domestic Violence
Division, 11th Judicial Circuit; Diamond Litty '82, public defender, 19th Judicial Circuit;
Elena Minicucci '96, city attorney of Hollywood; Barbara Mitchell '78, state attorney, 17th
Judicial Circuit; Sherene Persad '98, attorney general, Children's Legal Services Division;
Fawn Powers '94, city attorney of Pompano Beach; Michael D. Ray '78, National Lawyers

««* tarn -jS

Guild; Kimberly Rommel-Enright '92, Legal Aid Society of Palm Beach County; Vanessa
Steinerts '97, city attorney of Tamarac; Fran Tetunic '84, Alternative Dispute Clinic, NSU
Law; and Robert Walker '84, city attorney/city prosecutor of Fort Lauderdale.

Miami Dolphins and NSU to Collaborate
on Unique Oral History Project
The Archives Department of NSU is embarking on a new project to create a permanent oral his
tory record of the Miami Dolphins franchise. A first-of-its-kind collaboration between an NFL
team and an independent university, former and current coaches, players, their families, the
administrators, the doctors, and anyone else who can provide insight into the 30-year history
of the Dolphins will be interviewed. The information will ultimately be housed inNSU's
new 325,000-square-foot Library, Research, and Information Technology Center scheduled
to open on campus in fall 2001. The oral history will then be available to the public,
researchers, and students.

Harvard University has redesigned
its first-year lawyering program to
include training in lawyering skills as
well as legal research and writing.
Sound familiar? NSU Law's LSV
program, initiated in 1996, again
leads the pack!

NSU Law Hosts Legal Delegation from China
On December 12, the Law Center was pleased to be one of the hosts for a delegation of attorneys from the People's Republic of
China. The distinguished visitors toured Broward County Courts, City Hall, Federal Courts, and Nova Southeastern University
Law Center in order to get a better understanding of the American justice system and U.S. legal practice.
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Goodwin
Symposium 2001

Environmental and Land
Use Clinic Triumphs
On January 16, the United States Air Force rejected
a proposal for a civilian commercial airport at
Homestead Air Force Base near the Florida
Everglades, choosing instead to turn the base over to
Miami-Dade County for mixed use development, a
decision favored by clinic clients.

Health Care in the 21st Century:
Cost, Quality, and Access
in the New Millennium
Every American citizen requires health care at some point during his or her life
time. The law increasingly regulates the cost of, the quality of, and access to
such health care. Through the 2001 Goodwin Seminar, led by Professor Kathy L.
Cerminara, NSU Law examined health care in the 21st century by adopting an
interdisciplinary approach; focusing on concerns about cost, quality, and access
as the linchpins of health care policy;
and considering the future of health
care in America and internationally.

R. A Ita Charo
March 5-7
Professor of Law and Medical
Ethics, University of
Wisconsin, and Member, National
Bioethics Advisory Commission

The 2001 Goodwin Seminar represent
ed a commitment on the part of the
Law Center to further develop and
deepen its health law curriculum and
programs. The Law Center offers a
health law concentration, giving stu
dents the opportunity to specialize in
either transactional or litigation-related
health law studies. Beginning this sum
mer, it also will offer an online master's
degree in health law for nonlawyers, the
first such program to be offered by an
ABA-accredited law school. Through the
latter program, the Law Center intends
to both help improve the health care
system and honor the American Bar
Association's suggestion that law
schools educate those other than
lawyers about the law.
The Leo Goodwin Sr. Chair in Law
Symposium is dedicated to the memo
ry of Leo Goodwin Sr., an entrepreneur
and visionary committed to the
advancement of education and
research, and a generous benefactor of
the Law Center. NSU Law thanks the
Goodwin Foundation for its continued
support of an annual in-depth discus
sion of cutting-edge legal topics.

Anne-Valerie Kaninda,

M.D.

March 19-21
Medical Adviser, Doctors Without
Borders/Medecins Sans Frontieres

Assistant Professor
Kathy Cerminara
Faculty Chair

Dozens of clinic students worked on the case, a
major project for several years, under the direction
of
Richard
Grosso,
NSU
Law
Center
Environmental and Land Use Law Clinic director,
with valuable assistance from Professors Brion
Blackwelder and Joel Mintz and clinic adjuncts.
Congratulations to all for this triumphant victory.

NSU has been named one of the best
colleges in the new publication, The Best 201
Colleges for the Real World, edited by Michael

Christopher C. Jennings
February 5-7
Former Senior Health Policy Adviser
and Deputy Assistant to the President
for Health Policy

NSU Law Among Participants in the Caribbean Law Initiative
NSU Law is a participant in the Caribbean Law Initiative, in which students from various
law schools in Florida conduct legal research for governments in the region on issues such as

NSU Law has been selected to host LSAC 2001 on

privatization and judicial reform. Third-year law student Claudine Smikle is currently

June 22 and 23. Sponsored by the Law School

preparing a model stock purchase and sale agreement for use by the government of Jamaica

Admission Council, and chaired by NSU Law Assistant

in its privatization efforts. Claudine will be working closely with the attorney general of

Professor Jane Cross, LSAC 2001 will address academic

Jamaica and the Norman Manley Law School in Kingston.

Law Library Releases Compendium of Faculty Writings

evening, part-time, first-generation, international, and
disabled students, as well as the parents of young chil

The NSU Law Library, under the direction of Billie Jo Kaufman, has published Faculty and

dren. These issues include scheduling, staffing, provid

associate director of the Law Library, and edited by Gail Levin Richmond, associate dean of

ing resources and materials, and building support

academic affairs. Copies of the publication are available through Billie Jo Kaufman, 262-6211.

groups. In addition, this workshop will explore relevant
nonacademic factors and will examine how to assist
nontraditional law students in building on the skills
and techniques developed through academic assistance
programs. It is anticipated that approximately 50 partic
ipants from this region and other parts of the country
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P. Viollt, president of Robert Morris College in

The Honorable
Louis Sullivan, M.D.

NSU Law Selected as Site for Regional
Law School Admissions Workshop

LSAC 2001

This announcement is a major victory for the clinic,
which has been representing several environmental
groups on this issue for years and which won a major
legal victory two years ago that overturned the state's
approval of the commercial airport.

will attend this event. For more information on the
workshop, connect to www.risulaw.nova.edu.

Library Staff Publications 1974-2000. The publication was compiled by Lisa Smith-Butler,

The Honorable Juan F. Vasquez, U.S. Tax Court,
Visits with NSU Law Alumni
A reception was held at the Tower Club in December to recognize the achievements of
the Honorable Juan F. Vasquez. A native of San Antonio, Texas, Judge Vasquez was
raised by his grandparents who were migrant farm workers. After receiving a bachelor's
degree in accounting and earning a J.D. and master's in law, he became the first
Hispanic attorney to be certified in tax law by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization.
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President Ferrero with

Commencement ceremonies were held twice this school year.
On December 17, the winter 2000 Hooding Ceremony was held

the Honorable Robert F. Diaz '84
at the winter 2000 hooding

at the Signature Grand, which included a considerable number of
Dean Joseph D. Harbaugh
congratulates graduates at
winter 2000 hooding.

graduates from NSU Law's evening program. More than 80 juris
doctor degrees were conferred. The keynote
address was given by the Honorable Robert
F. Diaz '84, Broward County court judge,
17th Judicial Circuit. Alan Lloyd Sandler
was student speaker.
On May 6, 270 students received juris doc
tor degrees during the commencement cere
mony held at the National Car Rental
Center. Elliott S. Milstein, professor of law
at American University, Washington, D.C.,
addressed the graduates. Milstein, who has
dedicated his career to the education of
future lawyers, is the first clinical legal edu
cator to be elected as president of the
Association of American Law Schools. The
faculty address was provided by Professor

Alan Lloyd Sandler
gives student address.

Bruce Rogow, and Brian Stewart Goldwyn
was student speaker.

If you think it's too late to go back to school, just ask May

a doctorate in public finance, earned in 1976, both from New

graduate Joan Wilcox, 66, of Sewall's Point.

York University. After moving to Martin County, Joan quali

Joan earned her first degree in 1954 from Syracuse University
where she majored in political science and journalism. She
holds a master's degree in urban planning, earned in 1970, and

fied for her pilot's license before turning her attention to envi
ronment law. "I decided the good guys didn't have enough
lawyers," Joan commented. She intends to practice, but has not
yet finalized her plans.
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Professor Bill Adams appeared on Early Today television channel 6, on November 6, to discuss the
election. He was elected chair of the Association of American Law Schools (AALS) Section on Gay and
Lesbian Legal Issues and secretary-treasurer of the AALS Section on Aging and the Law. Professor
Adams has been elected the NSU faculty representative for the AALS January 2002 annual meeting.
Professor John Anderson's editorial, "Ralph Nader Is a Reformer, Not a Spoiler," appeared in the New
York Times on July 5. The article was also read and posted as part of Talk Back Live, a CNN program
featuring Ralph Nader. Professor Anderson was quoted in Insight on the News (News World
Communications, Inc.) in "Third Parties Run with a Purpose" on November 6. Professor Anderson
spoke at the 2001 Conference on Campaigns, Elections, Redistricting, and Money to Fund the Elections
System - How Elections Work, and How They May Be Reformed, cosponsored by the University of
New Mexico, School of Law and State Bar of New Mexico, on April 20 in Albuquerque.
Associate Professor Catherine Arcabascio's article, "The Use of Video-Conferencing in Legal
Education," appeared in the University of Virginia's Journal of Law and Technology in the spring 2001
issue. Channel 6 interviewed Professor Arcabascio regarding the Innocence Project and aired the dis
cussion on March 20.
Assistant Professor Tim Arcaro, director of
the Children and Family Law Clinic, traveled
to Panchgani, India, over the December holi
day break to speak on child sexual assault
and the law. The National Conference in India
convened for six days and was attended by
more than 1,000 participants representing
more than 200 organizations, bringing
together social activists, media activists,
lawyers, and judges from around the world.
He addressed child friendly provisions
implemented by courts in the United States
Professor Arcaro is pictured in front of the Gateway of
to protect child victims of sexual assault
India, built to commemorate the visit of the British
from further victimization in the courtroom.
Monarch, King George V and Queen Mary in 1911.
Professor Arcaro has been invited by the
It was originally a white plaster arch, which was later
changed to the carved yellow basalt Gateway.
India Centre for Human Rights to return to
India this summer as a guest lecturer in the
movement to educate, organize, and mobilize disenfranchised populations throughout the country.
Professor Arcaro co-coordinated the Equal Justice Project, an initiative of the Association of American
Law Schools, held at the Law Center on January 26 and 27 [see story page 1],
Assistant Professor Steve Berenson is the proud father of Michaela Remy Sampson Berenson, born
on January 12 at 7:15 p.m. She weighed six pounds, four ounces. Professor Berenson's article,
"Public Lawyers, Private Values: Can, Should, and Will Government Lawyers Serve the Public
Interest?" appears at XLI Boston College Law Review789 (2000).
Professor Ronald Benton Brown has had two articles recently published in The Law Teacher, "Problem
Solving and Advocacy: Two Separate Skills" (fall 2000) and "Use Legislative Simulation as a Teaching
Tool" (spring 1999). "Problem Solving and Advocacy: Two Separate Skills" may also be read online at
wwwJaw.gonzaga.edu/ILST/Newsletters/FallOO/brown.htm. His book review of William D. Popkin's
Statutes in Court: The History and Theory of Statutory Interpretation (1999) appeared in 24 Legal
Studies Forum 739. Professor Brown's daughter Pamela was quoted on the Web in Special Report:
Our New President — Florida Students React to Election Outcome. The site can be viewed at

http://teacher.scholastic.com/newszone/special reports/election/history.htm.
Professor Johnny Burris, along with Professors Bob Jarvis and Phyllis Coleman, signed a contract
with Kluwer Law International to write Bush v. Gore: A Legal Sourcebook and CD-ROM, with a preface
by the Honorable Charles E. Burton '84, the judge who oversaw the manual recount of Palm Beach
County's ballots. Professor Burris was interviewed regarding the presidential election on Channel 12
News on November 9,10, and 11; Channel 6 News on November 10; and Channel 29 News on
November 11. He appeared on Fox News' morning show on November 21 and discussed the possible
decisions by the Florida Supreme Court in the election cases. In November, Professor Burris was a fea
tured guest on the Kathleen Dunn Show on Wisconsin Public Radio Network. He spoke about the pres
idential election and the Florida statute and case law governing our election process. He was quoted in
the Sun-Sentinel on November 26 and 27 in articles on the election process, and in CNN.com on
December 5 regarding the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in the Florida election. On December 1 and 5,
Professor Burris was a featured guest on WHYY radio in Philadelphia, where he discussed Florida elec
tion litigation on Radio Times, hosted by Marty Moss-Coane. He was quoted in The Idaho Statesman
on December 9 regarding election 2000, and in the Orlando Sentinel on December 17 in the article
"Vote Never Had Chance; Ballots and Laws Were Confusing, Poll Workers Weren't Well-Trained, and
Voters Were Careless." He appeared on Channel 2's program Issues regarding the electoral process on
December 22.
Assistant Professor Sharon Carton's review of Punishing Hate: Bias Crimes Under American Law,
appears in 92 Law Library Journal 353 (2000). Her new novel, Sometimes You Get Killed, was published
by Briarwood Publications last September, and has been nominated for the Agatha Christie Award.
Assistant Professor Kathy Cerminara was faculty chair of the 2001
Goodwin Symposium: Health Care in the 21st Century: Cost, Quality, and
Access in the New Millennium [see story page 5], She spoke on assisted
suicide and managed care as part of the Young Scholars Program at the
Southeastern AALS Annual Conference, and served on the Conference
Steering Committee. In the winter 2001 issue (Vol. 93, No. 2), the Law
Library Journal published Professor Cerminara's book review of

Legitimate Differences: Interpretation in the Abortion Controversy and
Other Public Debates by Georgia Warnke. Professor Cerminara presented

Professor Phyllis Coleman, along with Professors Bob Jarvis and Johnny Burris, signed a contract
with Kluwer Law International to write Bush v. Gore: A Legal Sourcebook and CD-ROM, with a preface
by the Honorable Charles E. Burton '84, the judge who oversaw the manual recount of Palm Beach
County's ballots. Professors Coleman and Jarvis's article, "Road Rage," was published in the spring
2001 issue of The Urban Lawyer. Their editorial, "Should We Ever Close the Book on Murder Cases?"
appeared in The Record (Bergen County, New Jersey) on October 12. Professor Coleman's book,
Florida Family Law: Text and Commentary 2001 edition, was published by Carolina Academic Press.
She was quoted in the Chicago Sun-Times on January 14 regarding the Casey Martin case. Her pre
view, "Is a Golf Cart a 'Reasonable Modification' Under the ADA?" appeared in the December 29 issue
of Preview of U.S. Supreme Court Cases, and discussed the Casey Martin case as well. Professor
Coleman was quoted in The Morning Call of Allentown, Pennsylvania, on January 17 and The
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel on January 14 in articles about Casey Martin. Her article on the enforce
ability of releases in scuba diving cases is published in the February 2001 issue of Undercurrent, and
her article titled, "The Truth About Dive Releases: Part I," is published in the March 2001 issue.
Associate Professor Leslie Larkin Cooney and Professor Lynn Epstein's article, "Classroom
Associates: Creating a Skills Incubation Process for Tomorrow's Lawyer," was published in the
2000-2001 Capital University Law Review. Professor Cooney coauthored with Professor Pearl
Goldman "Beyond Core Skills and Values: Integrating Therapeutic Jurisprudence and Preventive Law
into the Law School Curriculum," which appears in 5 Psychology, Public Policy and Law (1999).
Assistant Professor Jane Cross has been asked to serve on a national committee chaired by Kent
Lollis of LSAC. This committee will coordinate the LSAC Summer Regional Academic Support Training
Workshops nationwide, as well as the workshop at NSU Law [see page 5], Professor Cross is present
ing "Testing in Black and White: The Use of Standardized Tests in Bar Examinations and the
Implications for Minority Admissions to the Legal Profession" during the Young Scholars Workshop at
the Southeastern AALS Conference in July. She participated in a roundtable discussion at the Robert
Cover Workshop titled "Multiple Choices: Admissions, Testing, and Professional Identity in Legal
Education" at the AALS annual meeting on January 3.
Professor Michael Dale was quoted extensively in the New Times on September 21 in the article
"Crowded Cage; Welcome to Broward's Juvenile Detention Center, Where Inmates are Wild, Toilets are
Clogged, and Employees are Grousing." The Herald quoted Professor Dale on November 9 in an article
about ordinances keeping under-21-year-olds out of nightclubs. He was quoted in the Sun-Sentinel on
December 27 in an article titled "Scrutiny of Foster System is Underway; Inspectors: Staff Turnover is
Biggest Problem So Far." Professor Dale presented a Lunch and Learn Program on judicial internships
for summer 2001. The Sun-Sentinel quoted Professor Dale on January 28 in its story on Lionel Tate, the
13-year-old convicted of first-degree murder, and Channel 10 News interviewed Professor Dale on the
same subject. He was quoted in the Boston Herald on February 18 in an article titled "Kid Gloves Come
Off in Prosecuting Youth." Professor Dale gave a daylong seminar on jail litigation issues on behalf of the
Nebraska Crime Commission to 150 county commissioners, sheriffs, and county sheriffs in Hastings,
Nebraska, on February 27. He was quoted on March 2 in The Herald in an article titled "Broward Yanks
Teachers from Offenders' Program; Sweltering Conditions and More Than a Dozen Potentially Serious
Fire Code Violations Have Prompted Broward County School Officials to Pull Their Teachers and
Counselors out of a Residential Program for Juvenile Sexual Offenders in Pembroke Pines."
Adjunct Professor Gary Davidson teamed with Judge Tom Dickerson of New York to debate the merits
of travel vouchers as an adequate form of settlement in travel-related class actions at the Third Annual
Conference on International Travel and Tourism held at the University of Northumbria in Newcastle,
England, in May 2000. He presented "Hotel Advertising on the Internet: Can the Risks Be Avoided?" at
a meeting of the Florida Keys Chapter of Hospitality Sales and Marketing Association International.
Professor Mark Dobson's article "Are Drug Interdiction Roadblocks Unconstitutional Seizures?" ana
lyzing the issues in Indianapolis v. Edmond, argued before the U.S. Supreme Court on October 3, was
published in Preview of U.S. Supreme Court Cases, September 13, 2000. Professor Dobson, coach,
and National Trial Competition team members Madeline Acosta, 3L, and Josh Berlin, 3L, are mentioned
in the March 1 issue of The Florida Bar News. Professor Dobson presented "Hearsay" at The Florida
Bar CLE "Basic Evidence" in Tampa and Miami in March.
Professor Doug Donoho is visiting at the University of Denver during 2000-2001.
Associate Professor Lynn Epstein and Associate Professor Leslie Larkin Cooney's article,
"Classroom Associates: Creating a Skills Incubation Process for Tomorrow's Lawyer," was published in
the 2000-2001 Capital University Law Review. Professor Epstein accepted an offer to publish her arti
cle "Cyber E-Mail Negotiation v. Traditional Negotiation: Will Cyber Technology Supplant Traditional
Means of Settling Negotiation," in issue 4 of the 2000-2001 Tulsa Law Journal.
Professor Michael Flynn spoke on travel agent liability for The Florida Bar Consumer Protection Laws
Committee CLE "Hot Topics in Florida Consumer Law," in Miami, on January 19, with video replays in
Tallahassee and Tampa in February.
Professor Steve Friedland, J.S.D., gave an interview on November 11 to CNN radio regarding the
2000 election. Professor Friedland is giving a plenary session, "Taking Law Student Evaluations
Seriously," at the Eighth Annual Summer Conference of the Institute for Law Teaching - "Assessment,
Feedback, and Evaluation" - at Gonzaga University in Spokane in July. Professor Friedland is partici
pating on a panel dealing with Integrating Advocacy into Substantive Classes at the Southeastern AALS
Conference in July. The second edition of his book, Evidence Problems and Materials, was just pub
lished by LEXIS Publishing Company. Professor Friedland conducted a mock trial for NSU's "Take Our
Children to Work Day" on Thursday, April 26.
Professor Angela Gilmore published, with Professor Elena Marty-Nelson, TM 824, Testamentary
Capacity/Validity of Wills. Published by BNA, the text was almost 200 pages long, not including the
more than 500 endnotes, and includes nine worksheets. Adjunct Professor Barbara Landau assisted
Professors Marty-Nelson and Gilmore with two of the litigation-related worksheets for the portfolio.

"Preventive Lawyering, Ethics, and Managed Care Contracts" at The
Florida Bar CLE "Law, Ethics, and Death" in Orlando in May 2000. She presented "Pain Relief, State
Power, and the Right to Die" at the University of Miami Clinical Ethics Conference in Fort Lauderdale
on March 2. Adjunct Professor Gerald Morris and Professor Cerminara taped a segment of Dateline:
Health on the NSU campus. The subject of the show was "What's Hot in Health Law."

Associate Professor Pearl Goldman's book review of Legal Language, Peter M. Tiersma (1999)
appeared in 24 Legal Studies Forum 721. Professor Goldman coauthored with Professor Leslie Cooney
"Beyond Core Skills and Values: Integrating Therapeutic Jurisprudence and Preventive Law into the
Law School Curriculum," published in 5 Psychology, Public Policy and Law (1999).

Professor Anthony Chase accepted editor Kermit Hall's invitation to write the entry on the Rodney King
case in the forthcoming Oxford Companion to American Law, to be published in 2001 by Oxford
University Press. Professor Chase's writing on law and film is quoted and cited in Nicole Rafter's Shots
in the Mirror: Crime Films and Society (New York: Oxford University Press 2000), and is cited in the
published version of Austin Sarat's 1999 Presidential Address (Law & Society Review, No. 1, 2000).
His article, "International Law on Film" was published in 24 Legal Studies Forum 559 (2000).
Professor Chase's book, Law and History, is one of a dozen legal history titles recommended for
incoming students by George Washington University Law School. While out of print in hardback, Law
and History in softback is still one of Amazon.com's top 200,000 sellers. The book was in the top
30,000 for months when it was first published. Law and History will be advertised in upcoming issues
of Mother Jones (the 25th Anniversary Issue), NYU Law Review, and Harvard Law Review.

Assistant Professor Richard Grosso moderated "Wildlife Habitat and Land Use in the Florida Keys:
Recent Developments & Ethics Consideration," for The Florida Bar Environmental and Land Use Law
Section CLE, "Wildlife, Habitat, and the Law: Current Florida Issues," in Miami, on January 18.

Professor Joseph Grohman is a CALI fellow in Property Law.

Scholar in Residence Gwen Handelman is chapter editor for the ABA Section of Labor and
Employment Law's Employee Benefits Law text (2d ed. 2000 & 2000 Supp.). As cochair of the Ethics
Subcommittee at the ABA Section of Labor and Employment Law Employee Benefits Committee mid
winter meeting in San Diego, she moderated the panel on legal ethics developments in 2000 (including
publication of the Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers, release of the ABA "Ethics
2000" Commission Report recommending changes to the Model Rules, and appointment of the ABA
Commission on Multijurisdictional Practice). She recently published, "Find the Client (with a Little Help
from Your Friends in the Federal Courts)," 26 J. Pension Planning and Compliance 1 (2000). She coau
thored "Standards of Lawyer Conduct in Employee Benefits Practice," in ERISA Fiduciary

Responsibility Issues Update: Qualified Pension and 401(k) Plans, ESOPS, and Managed Care Plans
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(ALI-ABA Video Law Review Study Materials 2000). Professor Handelman attended the midwinter
meeting of the State Labor and Employment Law Developments Committee of the Section of Labor
and Employment Law in Laguna Beach, California, on March 2 and 3. She gave a report on the status
of the treatise on "Contingent and Other Alternative Work," of which the committee is sponsor and she
is editor-in-chief. She also presided at a meeting of the Senior Editorial Board of the treatise, during
which they reviewed the substance of the entire first draft of the manuscript and proposed revisions
and additions to be communicated to the authors.
Dean Joseph D. Harbaugh was chosen as 2001 NSU Academic Dean of the Year at the second
annual Student Life Achievement Awards held at the Broward Center for the Performing Arts. He
was quoted in the Sun-Sentinel on October 15 in the story "Law Schools Struggle to Diversify Staff;
Since 1962, When the First Black Man Graduated from the University of Florida's College of Law,
The Complexion of Faculty Members at the School Has Changed Little, Critics Say." Dean Harbaugh
was quoted in The Herald on February 5 in the article titled, "Area Law Schools Prepare for FIU
Program." Dean Harbaugh attended the CLEO Council Program Committee meeting on March 31 in
Washington, D.C., and shared his ideas on alternate ways to structure CLEO's financial assistance
component. (The Thurgood Marshall Legal Educational Opportunity Program, which will be adminis
tered by CLEO, received a $4 million federal appropriation. Approximately two-thirds of the funds will
be allocated to fellowships and awarded to CLEO fellows in law school. The remaining funds will be
used for early identification initiatives for college students, academic success programs for law stu
dents, and LSAT and bar review scholarships.) Several members of the CLEO Council Program
Committee requested Dean Harbaugh's attendance because he is one of the most knowledgeable indi
viduals on the topic of financing a legal education/debt management. Dean Harbaugh is chair of the
ABA Section of Legal Education's Clinical and Skills Education Committee for 2000-2001.
Assistant Professor Linda Harrison's book review of Black Men on Race, Gender, and Sexuality: A
Critical Reader (Devon Carbado ed., 1999) appeared in Legal Studies Forum.
Professor Carol Henderson has been invited to serve as a member of the International Editorial Board
of the Journal of Clinical Forensic Medicine. Professor Henderson has also been appointed to the
International Advisory Board for the Sixth International Conference in Clinical Forensic Medicine of the
World Police Medical Officers. The conference will take place in Sydney, Australia, in 2002. Her chap
ter, "Expert Witness Qualifications and Testimony," in the Encyclopedia of Forensic Sciences has been
published by Academic Press (London). The encyclopedia, a three-volume set, is the most compre
hensive reference work available in the field of forensic science, with contributions from authors from
19 countries. It will also be available in an online version. The encyclopedia received an outstanding
review in the most recent issue of the Internet Journal of Forensic Medicine. In September, Professor
Henderson presented "Expert Testimony in the 21st Century: The New Ordeals," to 400 forensic
pathologists, forensic odontologists, and forensic scientists as part of the annual Investigation for
Identification Educational Conference hosted by the Medical Examiner's Office. Her article "U.S. Juror
Studies and AAAS Court-Appointed Scientific Experts (CASE) Project Bear Watching by Expert
Witnesses in the U.K.," was published in the autumn edition of the Journal of the Medical and Dental
Defence Union of Scotland. Professor Henderson was interviewed by the ABA Journal for an article,
"Experts Are Liable, Too: Client Suits Against 'Friendly Experts' Multiplying," which appears in the
November issue at page 17. Professor Henderson is quoted in the February 2001 issue of the ABA
Journal in an article titled "Inexpert Witness: Lies, Resume Fraud Take Down 'Expert' Before He Takes
Stand Again." Both articles are posted on the ABA Web site. Professor Henderson has been awarded
an Honorary Fellowship in the American College of Legal Medicine. It will be awarded during the annu
al meeting in March 2002.
Professor Robert Jarvis, along with Professors Phyllis Coleman and
Johnny Burris, signed a contract with Kluwer Law International to write
Bush v. Gore: A Legal Sourcebook and CD-ROM, with a preface by the
Honorable Charles E. Burton '84, the judge who oversaw the manual
recount of Palm Beach County's ballots. Professors Jarvis and Coleman's
article, "Road Rage," was published in the spring 2001 issue of The Urban
Lawyer. Their editorial, "Should We Ever Close the Book on Murder
Cases?" appeared in The Record on October 12. Professor Jarvis's article
about judicial ethics is included in the October 2000 issue of Florida
Lawyer. On November 17, he addressed the presidential election on WIOD
radio. On November 20, he was commentator on the CBS National Radio
Network. His latest updates to his chapters on removal and arbitration in Volume 29 of Moore's
Federal Practice (third edition) have been published by Matthew Bender/LEXIS Publishing. His article,
"How Much Federal Protection Is a Shipowner Entitled to Under the Limitation Act?" was published in
3 Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases 120 (November 20, 2000). His article, '"Peeping
Tom' Claims Against Hotels Are Not So Rare," was published in 16 Hospitality Law 6 (January 2001).
He was quoted in the following publications: The Associated Press, The Baltimore Sun, The Boston
Globe, Boston Herald, Chicago Tribune, The Christian Science Monitor, Cox News Service, Daily
Business Review, Florida Times-Union, The Herald, Lloyd's List, The National Law Journal, Newhouse
News Service, Orlando Sentinel, The Palm Beach Post, San Francisco - The Examiner, The Star-Ledger
(Newark), Sun-Sentinel, The Toledo Blade, and Toronto Star.
Associate Dean Paul R Joseph was the AALS representative ("summarian") on the joint ABA/AALS
site visit to Loyola University, Los Angeles. He was quoted in "It's a Law Law Law World," an article
about the legal profession becoming popular again, in November at Law.com. His article, "Law and
Popular Culture: Teaching and Learning about Law Using Images from Popular Culture," appears in
Social Education Magazine (the official journal of the National Council for the Social Studies), Volume
64, Number 4, May/June 2000.
Professor Lawrence Kalevitch's book review of The Empire Returns: The Fall and Rise of Freedom of
Contract (F.H. Buckey ed., 1999) appeared in 24 Legal Studies Forum 711.
Assistant Professor Judith Karp's article, "Mile High Assaults: Air Carrier Liability Under the Warsaw
Convention," will be published in Volume 66 of the Journal of Air Law and Commerce (Southern
Methodist University School of Law).
Library Director and Assistant Professor Billie Jo Kaufman has been asked to serve as the Southeast
representative for ExamSoft's Advisory Council. Professor Kaufman was quoted in The Palm Beach
Post on August 22 in the article, "Palm Beach Atlantic Gets Web Without Wires; On-the-Move
Professors Can Stay Online." Professor Kaufman has been asked to serve as a board member at large
for the Consortium of Southeastern Law Libraries (COSELL). COSELL is the consortium for Southeast
academic law libraries that supports projects, grant opportunities, and resource sharing. She was
quoted on the Ascribe Newswire on September 29 in "Choosing a Computer for College - Experts
Offer Tips." Professor Kaufman will also participate on a panel, along with representatives from Duke
University, Westlaw, and LEXIS, and address "Wireless Revolution: Impact of Wireless Technology on
the Legal Community" at next year's annual meeting of the American Association of Law Libraries
(AALL). She and Barry Goodman, '01, were interviewed regarding NSU Law's wireless technology for
an article being published in Imaging & Document Solutions magazine. She has been asked to serve
on the Local Advisory Committee as registration chair for AALL 2002 Conference in Orlando by
Barbara Bintliff, AALL vice president/president-elect. Professor Kaufman was photographed and inter
viewed by Florida News Network in October. Also in October, Professor Kaufman was quoted in the
Associated Press Newswire article, "Choosing a Computer for College - Experts Offer Tips." She pre
sented, "Faculty and Technology Integration - Today at NSU Law School," in February at "CampusOne:
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Summit on Campus Computing Initiatives" sponsored by Dell Computer Corporation and the
University of Central Florida.
Adjunct Professor Barbara Landau assisted Professors Marty-Nelson and Gilmore with two of the
litigation-related worksheets for TM 824, Testamentary Capacity/Validity of Wills.
Professor Lundy Langston lectured at the University of Beijing as part of the Criminal Law Leaders
Delegation to China on September 8. Criminal law leaders from various states traveled to Beijing
and Xian in Mainland China and addressed the chief justice of China and other justices in China's
Supreme Court. The delegation participated in various panel discussions, and Professor Langston
taught a "mock United States law class" at Beijing University School of Law. The delegates also
attended a trial in Xian and afterward participated in a panel discussion with local procurators.
Professor Langston's op-ed regarding the election, "Why Haven't We Asked Bush to Concede?"
was on the Business Wire on November 16. She was keynote speaker at the Wilson County (North
Carolina) Human Relations Commission annual awards banquet and program titled "A Diverse
Community is a Strong Community" on February 23. Professor Langston is quoted in the Sun
Sentinel on March 16 in an article on Miami's Mayor Joe Carollo and domestic violence.
Visiting Professor Betsy Levin serves on the Access Group's board.
Adjunct Professor Samuel A. Lewis was on the faculty for the "Practical Internet Use for the
Florida Law Office" seminar presented in Miami on March 8 by the National Business Institute.
Professor Lewis is an associate with the law offices of Feldman, Gale & Weber and practices in the
area of computer and Internet law, intellectual property law, and commercial litigation.
Professor Donna Litman's article, "Bankruptcy Status of 'ERISA Qualified Pension Plans'—a
Prologue to Patterson v. Shumate," has been accepted for publication by the American Bankruptcy
Institute Law Review, published by St. John's University School of Law in New York.
Professor Elena Marty-Nelson published, with Professor Angela Gilmore, TM 824, Testamentary
CapacityA/alidity of Wills. Published by BNA, the text was almost 200 pages long, not including the
more than 500 endnotes, and includes nine worksheets. Adjunct Professor Barbara Landau assist
ed Professors Marty-Nelson and Gilmore with two of the litigation-related worksheets for the port
folio. In February, Professor Marty-Nelson taught the National Controls and International Tax class
for the Wayne Huizenga Graduate School of Business and Entrepreneurship's Strategic International
Decisions Course, the capstone course for students in the Master's in International Business
Program. Her article, "When a Real Estate Deal Is a Security Under the Federal Securities Laws,"
has been accepted for spring 2001 publication by The Practical Real Estate Lawyer, an American
Law Institute/American Bar Association publication. Her earlier article on offshore asset protection
trusts has been cited in the U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit in SEC v. Brennan, 230 F.3d 65
(2d Cir. 2000).
Professor Michael Masinter was interviewed on Minnesota Public Radio on November 10 and 22,
Channel 4 News on November 10, and Channel 6 News on November 11 regarding the 2000 elec
tion. He appeared on This Week in South Florida, ABC/Channel 10, on November 26. He was quot
ed in the Daily Business Review on December 7 in "Judges Reversing Tide, Making Some Plaintiffs
Pay Attorney Fees, Costs." He was quoted in The Herald on December 19 in an article titled "Al
Sharpton Promises to Fight Burger King on Behalf of Franchisee." Professor Masinter was on
MSNBC network news discussing the Casey Martin case in January. He is quoted in The Legal
Intelligencer on December 8 in the article, "Judges Making Plaintiffs Pay Attorney Fees." Professor
Masinter appeared as a panelist in a discussion at Saint Thomas University on February 8 on the
impact of the Supreme Court's decision in Boy Scouts of America v. Dale.
Associate Professor Jani Maurer gave the Estate Administration Overview at The Florida Bar Real
Property, Probate, and Trust Law Section Certification Review Course in April in Orlando.
Professor Joel Mintz, J.S.D., recently had his article, "Can You
Reach New 'Greens' If You Swing Old 'Clubs': Underutilized Principles
of Statutory Interpretation and Their Potential Applicability in
Environmental Cases," published in 7 Environmental Lawyer 295
(2001). One of his books, Enforcement at the EPA, was cited in
William H. Rodgers, Jr.'s, "The Most Creative Moments in the History
of Environmental Law: The Whats," 2000 University of Illinois Law
Review 1 (2000). Professor Rodgers described it as a good example
of a scholarly book that has been "opening new domains and redi
recting traditional ones... in the practice of environmental law." The
same book was also cited several times and quoted from in David L.
Markell's "The Role of Deterrence-Based Enforcement in a 'Reinvented' State/Federal Relationship:
The Divide Between Theory and Reality," 24 Harvard Environmental Law Review 1 (2000); Rena
Steinzor's "Evolution and the Public Health," 24 Harvard Environmental Law Review 351 (2000);
and in an article on environmental enforcement by Professor Clifford Rechtschaffen, which appears
in the Environmental Law Reporter. A review Professor Mintz wrote concerning a book by Tulane
Law School Professor Oliver Houck on an aspect of the federal Clean Water Act has been published
in the Columbia Journal of Environmental Law. He was quoted in an article on "chads" and their
legal and practical significance, in the Sun-Sentinel in November. In December, West Group pub
lished a 2000 supplement to a lengthy chapter on governmental liability that Professor Mintz had
published two years previously in M. David Gelfand, State and Local Government Debt Financing.
Also in December, the AALS distributed a newsletter that Professor Mintz had edited for its State
and Local Government Law Section, to the more than 300 law professors around the United States
who are members of that section. State and Local Taxation and Finance in a Nutshell, 2d ed., coauthored by Professor Mintz, was published by West Group. On March 23, Professor Mintz participat
ed in and moderated a panel session titled "Environmental Enforcement in Florida: Trends and
Developments," at the seventh Annual Public Interest Environmental Conference in Gainesville. The
conference was cosponsored by the University of Florida Center for Governmental Responsibility,
The Florida Bar Environmental and Land Use Law Section Public Interest Representation
Committee, and several other organizations. A book review that he authored, regarding Elizabeth 0.
Mullin, The Art of Commenting: How to Influence Environmental Decision Making with Effective
Comments (2000), has been accepted for publication in the July issue of the journal Environmental
Law.
Adjunct Professor Gerald Morris and Professor Kathy Cerminara taped a segment of Dateline:
Health at the Mailman-Hollywood Building on the NSU campus. The subject of the show was
"What's Hot in Health Law."
The Honorable Frank Orlando has accepted the position of director of
juvenile justice for the Defence for Children International (DCI) in
Geneva. He assists in coordinating the training program for the
International Network on Juvenile Justice. DCI acts as the secretariat
for the network. The Web site for the DCI is www.defence-forchildren.org. As part of his work with DCI in India, Judge Orlando par
ticipated in a program for Indian judges in Bombay, India, in December.
He was quoted in the December 1 issue of The Florida Bar News
regarding the Law Center's most wired status. The Florida Bar News
included a lengthy article about Judge Orlando's position as director of
DCI. On January 20, Judge Orlando presented a paper titled "The
Unwanted Child of State Responsibilities" (an analysis of the concluding observations on the Rights
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of the Child in Regard to Juvenile Justice from 1993 to 2001) to the International Committee on the
Rights of the Child in Palasis Wilson, Geneva. The University of Florida College of Law 2000-2001
Prospectus/Application Packet features UF faculty members and alumni, including Judge Orlando
with his NSU affiliation. Judge Orlando was a member of a UN - Defense for Children International
Team in Skopje, Macedona, in October, involved in training judges, prosecutors, and UNICEF
defense lawyers. He copresented with the Honorable Andre Dunanat, Swiss juvenile judge.

Paul A. Remillard '89
Attorney at Law
Certified Mediator
Tallahassee, Florida

Adjunct Professor Gary Poliakoff received the Distinguished Law Practice Award for his firm,
Becker & Poliakoff, P.A., presented by the Student Bar Association at the annual Barrister's Ball.
Associate Dean Gail Levin Richmond moderated a tax policy panel at the SE AALS Annual
Conference, featuring speakers from Duke University, Florida State University, University of
Richmond, and University of Tennessee. She was reelected conference secretary. Recent publications
include "Important Developments Survey: Individual Investments and Workouts," 53 Tax Lawyer
1131 (2000); and "Important Development Survey: Low Income Taxpayers," 53 Tax Lawyer 1149
(2000). Dean Richmond is moderating a panel on administrative law at the Southeastern AALS
Conference in July 2001. She also moderated "A Conversation with the National Taxpayer Advocate"
at the ABA Tax Section May meeting. Dean Richmond was quoted in 90 Tax Notes 438 regarding the
Tax Court making S cases available on its Web site. Her article, "The (Once) Deductible Yacht,"
appears at 31 Journal of Maritime Law and Commerce 593 (2000). She was a panelist at a LowIncome Taxpayers Committee presentation at the ABA Tax Section midwinter meeting in January on
the "Availability and Publication of S Case Decisions of the United States Tax Court."
Professor Michael L. Richmond was named Professor of the Year by the Student Bar Association.
SBA representative Dominic Fariello commented during his award presentation at the annual
Barrister's Ball, "The award for professor of the year is a small way of saying thanks to the profes
sor who goes above and beyond the call of duty. He has helped many students prepare for and
excel in Moot Court competitions and negotiations. He has gained notoriety for the huge quantities
of canned food raised during Canned Immunity Week... he annually supports the National
Association for Public Interest Law Auction, and he is the faculty adviser for the Sports and
Entertainment Law Society." Legal Studies Forum published Professor Richmond's review of Caudill
et al., The Scopes Trial: A Photographic History in its first issue in 2001. His article about the elec
tion, "A Proper Villain," appeared in the Sun-Sentinel on January 1.
Associate Professor Eloisa Rodriguez-Dod was recently promoted from assistant to associate
professor. Her article, "RESPA—Questioning Its Effectiveness," appears at 24 Hamline Law
Review 68 (2000).
Professor Bruce Rogow is listed in Best Lawyers in America
2001-2002 in two categories: First Amendment Law and Criminal
Defense. On September 12 he argued for the petitioners in Kainen v.
Harris in the Supreme Court of Florida. A clip of Professor Rogow argu
ing before the Florida Supreme Court was featured on the NBC Tonight
Show on November 21. He was featured in the November 27 issue of
Time magazine in the article titled, "Madame Butterfly Follies." Beverly
Pohl '91 was mentioned as his partner. Professor Rogow moderated a
panel on oral argument at The Florida Bar CLE "Practicing Before the
Florida Supreme Court" on June 9 in Tallahassee. On November 20,
ABC aired Special Report: A Nation Waits with anchor Peter Jennings,
which included Professor Rogow's arguments before the Florida Supreme Court on the fairness of
the presidential election process. Professor Rogow spoke about his experiences with the recent
presidential election legal battle at the monthly luncheon meeting of the Young Lawyers Section of
the Broward County Bar Association on January 25. Professor Rogow was profiled by the Daily
Business Review in its February 9 issue in the article titled "Singing to the Supremes." Professor
Rogow was quoted in the following publications: The American Lawyer, The Arizona Republic,
Austin American-Statesman, The Baltimore Sun, The Boston Globe, The Bulletin's Frontrunner, Daily
Business Review, The Christian Science Monitor, The Commercial Appeal, Cox News Service, The
Dallas Morning News, Dayton Daily News, Deseret News, Florida Times-Union, The Herald, Legal
Times, The New Yorker, Orlando Sentinel, The Palm Beach Post, The Plain Dealer, The St.
Petersburg Times, The Record, San Francisco-The Examiner, Sun-Sentinel, The Tampa Tribune,
Texas Lawyer, The University Wire, The Washington Post, and The Washington Times.
Professor Marc Rohr authored the chapter titled "Process and Appearance," in Florida Civil Practice
Before Trial (6th ed. 2000). Swiss TV taped Professor Rohr's class for broadcast in Europe last
November.
Professor John Sanchez's article, "Protection for State Employees Against Age Discrimination After
Kimel v. Florida Board of Regents," has been accepted for publication in Volume 28:2, Florida State
University Law Review.
Adjunct Professor Eugene M. Steinfeld participated in a roundtable discussion, "Mediation or
Special Masters - Alternate Dispute Resolutions for Public Employment Issues," at The Florida Bar
CLE "Florida Public Employment Issues: Millennium 2000 - XXVI Annual Public Employment Labor
Relations Forum" in October.
Assistant Professor Florence Shu-Acquaye joined the faculty in August.
Assistant Professor Fran Tetunic co-coordinated the Equal Justice Project, an initiative of the
Association of American Law Schools, held at the Law Center on January 26 and 27 (see story
page 1). Professor Tetunic will participate on a panel dealing with Integrating Dispute Resolution
into Substantive Classes at the Southeastern AALS Conference in July. Terry Russell, president-elect
of The Florida Bar, appointed Professor Tetunic to serve on his Steering Committee for the Board of
Governors Retreat on the topic of "Equal Access to Justice."
Visiting Professor Leroy Tornquist (Willamette) spent the fall semester at NSU.
Assistant Professor Jim Wilets coauthored with Professor Charlene Smith from Washburn
University, "Lessons from the Past and Strategies for the Future: Using Domestic, International, and
Comparative Law to Overturn Sodomy Laws," that appeared in 24 Seattle University Law Review A9
(2000). Professor Wilets was a panelist at the annual Association of American Law Schools meeting
in a joint panel of the Immigration and Gay and Lesbian Sections. He spoke on asylum and family
reunification issues. Professor Wilets appeared on CNN coverage of the manual vote count in Collier
County in December.
Professor Steve Wisotsky presented "Appellate Practice, Post Conviction" at The Florida Bar CLE
"2001 Criminal Law Certification Review" in Tampa in April. In the forward to his After Prohibition,
Milton Friedman cites a Cato Institute paper Professor Wisotsky wrote several years ago.

Paul Remillard—author, founder,
mediator, expert witness, and trial
lawyer—is now in private practice after
many years with The Florida Bar.

A magna cum laude graduate of Boston
College with a major in accounting from the
school of management, Paul was a scholarship athlete and lettered for two years in
football and baseball. After graduating near
p
the top of his 1989 class from NSU Law, he
, \
worked as an assistant state attorney for the
F
11th Judicial Circuit under the direction of
the Honorable Janet Reno. In this position,
he investigated and litigated felony prosecutions, including homicide, trafficking in narcotics,
armed robbery, and sexual battery.
In 1992, Paul began working for The Florida Bar as a trial lawyer. He was promoted to assis
tant director of lawyer regulation after only six months. He supervised many facets of the
lawyer regulation process, including reviewing all pleadings, probation, and conditional
admittee litigation, and worked closely with Florida Lawyers Assistance, Inc., and the Board
of Bar Examiners. In 1995, Paul designed, authored, and founded The Florida Bar's Ethics
School. Distinguished as the finest in the country, the ethics school was initially designed to
give first-time lawyer offenders an excellent "in-service tune-up" on conflicts, trust account
ing, fees, advertising, law office management, and professionalism. Eventually, the pro
gram's material became so popular that now, pursuant to a Florida Supreme Court order, all
new admittees are required to take the course material as part of "bridge the gap." Paul has
been the lead instructor at all the ethics school's and "bridge the gap" seminars. To date, he
has taught nearly 200 seminars to judges, legislators, lawyers, legal assistants, law students,
and multinational corporations, and is the most highly sought-after speaker in the state on
the subject of ethics. Promoted again in 1996, Paul became the first executive director of
The Florida Bar's Center for Professionalism. The center began with a modest mission to
create a clearinghouse for professionalism courses and research, but as a result of the
courses Paul designed and implemented, it soon expanded to become a major player in the
ethics CLE arena. The effectiveness of this "higher calling" mission has been widely recog
nized, especially by organizations such as the American Bar Association, which awarded the
center unprecedented "back to back" national awards, and the Association of Chief Justices,
which adopted a vast majority of the center's accomplishments as part of its proposed
national model.
During this same period, Paul applied his skills to create and cultivate a full-time mediation
practice and an ethics Web site—LegalEdUSA.com— which is currently available for
lawyers' continuing legal education needs. He also created a risk assessment center, where
lawyers can "pre-try" their cases before mock juries and have them evaluated for content
and presentation. Notably, Paul's skills as a moderator have created opportunities for insight
not generally available in that process.
Paul recently opened his private practice in Tallahassee, Paul A. Remillard, attorney at law
and certified mediator, and can be reached at (850) 656-7821.

Paul G. Finizio '83
Distinguished Alumnus of the Year
Paul G. Finizio '83, partner
with Montero, Finizio &
Velasquez, P.A., in Fort
Lauderdale, and member of
the Law Center's board of
governors, received the NSU
Law Alumnus of the Year
Award at the annual NSU
Celebration of Excellence for
his outstanding contributions
to both the university and the
community.
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Ken Padowitz '86

photographers; I don't hear the clicking; all I hear is my big
mouth telling the jury what the evidence is and doing the
best job that I can for Tiffany Eunick. So it's not something

Broward County State Attorney

I even think about once the trial begins.

Adjunct Professor

How do you deal with the court of public opinion

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

in a case like this? Specifically, dealing with a case
when you know that the general public is opposed to

An interview by Andrea Klee

prosecuting the defendant?

By now you are familiar with their faces. You have seen
the boy in the courtroom, never showing much emotion

Actually that isn't really my experience. I get lots of calls

even though his life—free or behind bars—is being

and letters both ways. People seem to be very supportive

determined. The mother of the boy and parents of the

of the fact that he got life in prison and that's what he

little girl are there. The little girl is not, but you know

deserves, and they are not happy with the fact that I am

what she looks like; you have seen her through photo

seeking a clemency hearing with the governor because I

graphs and visual aids of her injuries. Of all the players

think the sentence is too strong. Many people write letters

in this courtroom, you see the attorneys the most—

and say that they are very unhappy that he was prosecuted

the defense led by adjunct professor Jim Lewis, and

and he should be home with his mother. So the interesting

prosecutor Ken Padowitz, class of 1986, and current

thing is when half of the world tells you that it should be

adjunct professor at NSU Law. Recently, Ken Padowitz

one extreme and the other half tells you the other extreme

sat down with us and discussed what it was like work

and I am somewhere right in the middle, I think that kind

ing under the media's microscope in the State of Florida v.

How do you handle such a controversial case as far as the

of tells me I am doing the right thing. This isn't a majority

Lionel Tate.

media getting involved?

vote... so it really doesn't matter what the majority of the

How would you say the NSU Law Center prepared you for

I believe in what I do and I think that as an assistant state

your job specifically for this case?

attorney it is one of the few legal jobs, if not the only legal

A lot of things I learned from my professors and from my
days as a student at the NSU Law Center were very
important in the skills that I have developed and that I
used in the case of State of Florida v. Lionel Tate. One of
the most important things that I use as a trial lawyer is
the great information skills I learned in the evidence and
the criminal law classes that I took. Some of the most
important influences on my career have been my profes
sors, such as Chuck Morton, who is now the head of the
homicide unit here; Professor Dobson, my evidence
instructor; Professor Friedland; and Professor Mike Dale.

job that I am aware of, that you always have the opportunity
to do the right thing ... I think that the prosecutor is
charged with a higher moral duty to ensure that justice is
Lionel Tate after he was indicted for first-degree murder:

clemency would you have responded to that?

three years in prison, 10 years of probation, and psycho
logical counseling ... The media scrutiny of this particular
case doesn't change how I perceive this case. It doesn't
alter what I believe justice demands for the murder of
Tiffany Eunick. It [the media] definitely gives me an oppor
tunity to explain some of the decisions I made in the case.

and information with whom law students have an oppor

offer that you offered Lionel Tate?

It was a very difficult case because it dealt with the horrible
tragic death of a first-grade, six-year-old girl, and it was
also very difficult to deal with the fact that the person who
committed the murder was so young. Some very difficult
and hard choices had to be made in how to proceed in
prosecuting Tate. I looked at the juvenile system first to
see if we could appropriately prosecute Tate for this
vicious and brutal murder of Tiffany Eunick and learned
that he would serve an average of six to nine months in a
juvenile facility. I didn't think that was an appropriate
sanction, so after much thought and review of the evidence

Many people have criticized me that it was too lenient for
the horrible, vicious way that Tiffany died over the course
of five minutes. I thought that it was an appropriate plea
offer to resolve the case. I believe that when I offered it,
that it was a plea offer that the defense would have to take
and it would not necessitate a trial if they took the plea. So
I made it intentionally low in order to accomplish some
punishment for Lionel Tate but also to accommodate reha
bilitation for someone who was 12 1/2 at the time he
committed a brutal murder... I spent the course of a year
with a very, very strong case pleading with the defense to
take my plea offer and they did not do so. That's their right
and they have a right to a jury trial—so they had their trial.

The father of Tiffany Eunick wanted life in prison. In fact, he
wanted the electric chair and was very upset with me for
offering the plea bargain that I offered. As a prosecutor, you
take great pains to listen to what the victim's family has to
say ... But in the end, I represent the people of the state of
Florida and not just the victim or her family ... In the end I
am going to do what I think is the appropriate thing.
How do you handle shifts in public opinion due to a lack
of legal knowledge in the community?

I have attempted by going on talk shows such as Larry
King Live and Good Morning America to educate the public

as to what the law is and why certain decisions were made
in this case. I think it is important in a democracy for the
public to know and understand the law in the criminal jus
tice system. However, my job is not a popularity contest
and the fact that the public is for or against what I do is not
something that should be considered when I am making
the important choices I need to make. I have an open mind
and am flexible enough to listen to people's opinions and
understand their concerns, yet in the end I have to do what
I think is the right thing on every case I prosecute. And I

I determined that the 21 members of the community,

What is it like trying to serve the people and justice while

think that can be said for all the state attorneys ... It's not

known as the Broward County Grand Jury, should listen to

working in the media spotlight?

always the most comfortable position to be in, but no one

the evidence and make a determination. And they had
choices—they could indict for first-degree murder, they
could indict for second-degree murder, or they could have
declined to indict and recommend that Lionel Tate be
prosecuted as a juvenile in juvenile court. So they indicted
for first-degree murder.

While I am in the courtroom and I see those TV cameras,
and Court TV is there and all these reporters are in the
back, for a few minutes I might be somewhat stressed by
that but once I open my mouth and the first words start
coming out, I am thinking about my case and everything
else goes away. I don't see the cameras; I don't see the

Dot-Com Created by Graduates Featured
in Access - American's Guide
Legalengine.com created by graduates Hugh Hedley '00 and Barry Goodman '01 was featured in Access —
American's Guide to the Internet (a pullout supplement to the Sun-Sentinel and many other newspapers
across the nation). The site received an excellent rating. "This is a massive portal for consumers, law
students, and lawyers. The links connect to text and audio legal guides, legal forms, dictionaries, and
many other resources. The superb organization keeps the site tidy and easy to use. Federal, state, and
local government links are a good addition. You can't lose with this site. Bottom Line: A compilation of
the Web's best legal resources," the article said. Go Barry and Hugh!
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of all the evidence, I feel that the course that I am taking is
the appropriate one.
Now if the victim's mother would have said don't go for

What did you think when the defense refused the plea

What was unique about preparing for this case?

do the right thing the way I view it and after consulting
with the victim's mother and the victim's father and in view

done in the case. I think it was a very fair plea I offered

[They are] some of the greatest sources of knowledge
tunity to have contact.

public feels one way or the other. I get the opportunity to

ever said that everyday is going to be a bowl of cherries.
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NSU Law Hosts Annual Dinner to Honor Alumni, Goodwin
Scholars, Broward County Judges, and Clinic Hosts
The Law Center, in conjunction with the NSU Law Alumni
Association, hosted the alumni dinner at the Signature Grand on
March 5. Held annually to celebrate the Leo Goodwin Chair in
Law Symposium and to honor Goodwin Scholars as well as alum
ni, this year's gathering also paid tribute to two special groups of
guests. First, our clinic mentors were honored for hosting law stu
dents in their practice and helping NSU Law guarantee that
every student at NSU Law has a clinical semester with an excit
ing legal placement. The Law Center also selected this special
occasion to honor members of the Broward County Judiciary.
Those in attendance included General Master Alan Marks '77,
Honorable Robert Rosenberg, Honorable James Cohn, Honorable
Jane Fishman, Honorable Steven Shutter, General Master

Visiting Goodwin Professor R. Alta
Charo addresses alumni and friends at

Nicholas Lopane, Honorable Lee Seidman, Honorable Ron

the NSU Law Alumni Association

Rothschild, M.S., Honorable Ginger Lerner-Wren '83, Honorable

annual dinner.

Marc H. Gold '81, Honorable Barry Goldstein, Honorable Ilona

Dean Joseph D. Harbaugh, Visiting Goodwin Professor R. Alta Charo, and
Professor Kathy L. Cerminara, faculty chair of the 2001 Goodwin Seminar

M. Holmes, and Honorable Fred Berman. The highlight of the
evening was the keynote address by R. Alta Charo, our visiting
Goodwin Professor.
Many thanks to NSU Law Alumni Association annual dinner
sponsors:
CopyScan, Inc.
Dearman & Gerson, P.A.
Diane M. Perry, Esq.
Powell-Robinson, PA., in conjunction with
Mother's Care Doula Services
Singer, Farbman & Associates, P.A.
(I t o r ) Lauren and Steve Gerson ' 9 4 , president of the N S U L a w Alumni

The Leo Goodwin Foundation, Inc.

Honorable Ronald J. Rothschild and

Association; Diane Perry '87, past president of the NSU Law Alumni

Honorable Jane D. Fishman

Association; and Dean Joseph D. Harbaugh

NSU Salutes New Alumni

Alan Lloyd. Sandler

American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers Scholarship Award ...
Elisha D. Roy
American Bankruptcy Institute Scholarship Award ... Alan Lloyd Sandler
Florida Bar City, County, and Local Government Section Scholarship Award
... Michael James Van Buren
Florida Bar Labor and Employment Law Scholarship Award ... Steven Glenn
Lambersky
Florida Bar Tax Section Scholarship Award ... Katherine Suzanne Straub
Horida Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers Award ... Kelly Aaron Blum
Krupnick & Campbell Award ... Josh Michael Berlin and
Christopher G. Persad
The National Association of Women Lawyers Award ...
Diana Verga-Castrillon

Kelly Aaron Blum

West Publishing Company Award for Overall
Legal Scholarship ... Margaret Susan Arneson,
Amy Bloom, Steven J. Romanello,
Alan Lloyd Sandler
University Award—Nova Southeastern
University Distinguished Student Achievement

Steven Glenn Lambersky

Award ... Amy Bloom
ORDER OF THE BARRISTER—Josh Michael Berlin • Yael Chakchakov •

Bonita Herrmann-Navin • Kevin Anthony McNeill • Christopher G.
Persad • Judd Berenson Shaw • Michael David Schutt • Charles E.
Taylor, Jr. • Christine Zieba

Sign on @
www.alumniconnections.com/nsulaw
If you haven't already done so, please sign up for the alumni online community. Simply
visit www.alumniconnections.com/nsulaw and complete the easy registration process.
As a result, you can take advantage of the following benefits:
• customized permanent
email addresses
• searchable online alumni
directory
• yellow pages to promote
businesses
• tools to build Web pages
without knowing HTML

Janet Mosseri, Director of Career Development, Dean Harbaugh, and Debra Curtis, Career
Counselor, select NALP Employment Report and Salary Survey winning entry.

• event photos
• message boards and more

Who Wants to Win a Laptop?

If you are already registered,

Don't feel disappointed that you weren't eligible for our drawing for the

please take a moment to

palm pilot; there's still plenty of time to complete the NALP Employment Report and

update your registration with our newly added "area of practice" section. Also, we recently

Salary Survey to become eligible for our next drawing for a Dell Latitude laptop com

added a place to register your interest in volunteering at the Law Center. We'd love to

puter. All you need to do is log on to our Web site at www.nsulaw.nova.edu

have you as a student competition judge, alumni event host, Law Center speaker, clinical

/Career/Employment/graduate, complete the survey, and click your way to a brand new

intern mentor, employer, or class agent.

laptop. Deadline is October 31, 2001, and the winner will be posted in the next issue.
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17 th Annual Golf Classic Committee Thanks Our Generous
Corporate and Tee Sponsors
Attorneys' Title Insurance Fund, Inc.

M&R Drywall, Inc.

Benson, Moyle & Mucci

Mcintosh, Sawran, Peltz &
Cartaya, P.A.

Bogenschutz & Dutko, P.A.
Catri, Holton, Kessler & Kessler, P.A.

&
\
? 'Annual §

"J (XMR CLASSIC|

Chicago Title Insurance Company

Saturday
May 12, 2001

Midd Advertising

CopyScan, Inc.

Bernie Moyle, Ken Cooper, Joe Dawson

CustomRGolf

Formal: SlioigunStart

2:00 p.m.

James R. Quick, Esq.

Daily Business Review

Four Persqo Team Scramble

Ferrero, Buschel, Carter, Schwartzreich
& Yates

Oak Tree Country Club
2400 W. Prospect Road
Oakland Park
RAFFLES*

METROBANK

Coca-Cola

Annual Golf Classic

Faculty, Administration, and
Staff of NSU Law

Cmtwsn St AWARDS
B.ARSTCl'i:

Patricia Mcintosh
MEDIATION, INC.

Cohen & Cohen, P.A.

NSU i aw Alumni Association

Donald W. Mcintosh Associates, Inc.

Bruce & Brooks Rogow
Rush Street
Ken Schanzer & Associates
South Florida Court Reporting

Professor Mike Flynn

Spoutz Reporting

Galaxy Investigative Agency

Wilton L. Strickland, P.A.

George & Lander, P.A.

Tower Club

International Marketing Strategies, Inc.
Lacerte Builders, Inc.

Edwin Watts Golf Shop
Wood Business Products, Inc.

Latite Roofing & Sheet Metal Co., Inc.

X-Ray Copy Service, Inc.

17th Annual NSU Law Alumni Golf Classic Winners:
First Place: Professor MichaelFlynn, Jim Quick '96, JefFMawhoor, and Mike Logan '01
Second Place: Mediation, Inc.—Chad Hodges, John Saver, Mike Villares,
and Marc Roberts

Third Place: Dale Bruschi '87,Edward Albert, Fred Stacer, and Hugh Koerner
Longest Drive: J. Scott Gunn
Closest to the Pin: Marc Roberts
and Bill Sadock

Held on May 12 at Oak Tree Country Club, this year's tournament was a success
thanks to the diligent efforts of Diane Perry '87, tournament chair, with ambitious
assistance by the entire NSU Law Alumni Association Board.

NSU Law's Career Development Speakers Series
We salute those alumni who have joined the NSU Law Center Speakers Series.
During the fall semester, an impressive group of alumni participated in NSU Law's Career Development Office Lunch and
Learn or Career Cafe presentations and shared their practice expertise with students, faculty, and staff members. We'd love
to have you participate. Please contact Janet Mosseri, director of career development at (954) 262-6122, to join the program.

Sitting for The Florida
Bar Exam in July 2001?
Please join us for lunch.
On behalf of the NSU Law Alumni Association, we
invite you to enjoy a complimentary lunch during
The Florida Bar exam. A member of the Office of
Alumni and Development will be on-site to person
ally welcome you and wish you well on the exam.
To make your reservations, please contact us via
telephone (954) 262-6295, fax (954) 262-3834, or
email hurleyj@nsu.law.nova.edu.
Congratulations and good luck on the Bar!
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August 31 - Justice Department
Program

October 11 - Elder Law

Noel Wise, '93

Law Office of Stephanie L. Schneider, P.A.

U.S. Department of Justice
Environmental Enforcement Section

Stephanie Lynn Schneider, '91

October 18 - Intellectual Property Law
Donna Greenspan, '95

September 6 - Judicial Clerkships

Edwards & Angell, LLP

Mordechai Shulman, '99

and Michael Santucci, '96

The Honorable Federico A. Moreno

Of counsel: Gustafson & Roderman

and Terri Meyers, '90
Kluger, Peretz, Kaplan & Berlin, P.A.

September 13 - State Attorney/Public
Defender
Kevin Frein, '98
Office of the State Attorney, Fort Lauderdale
and Melissa E. Vickers, '98
Office of the Public Defender

September 20 - Intern Experience
Michael Neimand, Esq. (not NSU graduate)

October 23 - "Baby T" Program
Scott A. Mager, '88
Mager & Sonn, LLP

October 25 - Family Law
Kyle D. Pence, '86
Stolberg & Pence

November 1 - First Year as a Lawyer
Joseph G. Santoro, '98
Proskauer Rose LLP

Attorney General Senior Asst. AG, Chief, Criminal

November 8 - County Attorney

Section Office of the Attorney General

Beth-Ann Herschaft, '94

and Kelly Cohen, '00

Office of the County Attorney
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1977
Honorable Joel T. Lazarus was featured in numer
ous national newspapers, including the Chicago
Tribune, New York Times, Los Angeles Times, and
Detroit News. The articles centered on either fundraising at work, jurors held in contempt because of
lying about their ability to speak English, or the
Lionel Tate trial.
General Master Alan Marks is running for circuit
judge in the 17th Judicial Circuit. He was chair of
the Event Committee at the Soref Jewish
Community Center, which named Broward County
Commissioner Suzanne N.
Gunzburger Humanitarian of
the Year 2001.
Jay A. Schwartz has joined
Sachs, Sax & Klein, P.A., in
Boca Raton. He was formerly a
partner in Pershes & Schwartz,
where he specialized in family
law, construction, and commer
cial litigation.

1978
Michael Fischler was honored at the Annual
Tribute Brunch of the B'nai B'rith Justice Unit for
his more than 20 years of dedicated service.
Lester Goldstein, a partner at the Miami law firm of
Bilzin, Sumberg, Dunn, Baena, Price & Axelrod, has
become president-elect of the Builders Association
of South Florida. He is on the NSU Law Center's
board of governors.
Howard Kusnick of Howard A. Kusnick, P.A., in
Fort Lauderdale has been reelected to the board of
directors of the Broward Alliance, which promotes
economic development in Broward County.
Honorable Ellen Leesfield, on behalf of the
Leesfield Family Foundation, recently awarded an
FAWL scholarship to two women law students who
showed the greatest interest in advancing their liti
gation skills.
Laurence Meyerson has become of counsel with
Akerman Senterfitt in Miami, concentrating in
commercial litigation.
William J. Sheaffer, a board-certified criminal trial
lawyer in Orlando, was selected for the advisory
board of Leading American Attorneys. He also
recently lectured on "Taking and Defending
Effective Depositions." He was elected council presi
dent of the city of Edgewood last year.

mediator. Michele is also a fellow of the American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers.

Bernard Kessler was installed on the board of direc
tors of the Palm Beach Justice Unit of B'nai B'rith.

Gary Kornfeld has launched a program called
Health Emergency Legal Project or HELP, which
provides free legal services to those facing lifethreatening illnesses. It is an extension of the Legal
Aid Society of Palm Beach County.

Ryna Mehr presented "Premarital, Marital &
Settlement Agreements" on February 2 at the 2001
Matrimonial and Family Law Certification Exam
Review Course in Tampa.

David W. Singer, managing partner of the personal
injury firm of Singer, Farbman & Associates in
Hollywood, has been awarded the Project Pride
Award by the Greater Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce. David was installed on the board of
directors of the Broward County Chapter of the
American Cancer Society (ACS) for his 11th year,
and appointed to serve a one-year term as chair of
the Ad Hoc Volunteer Development Cultivation
Committee for the American Cancer Society. He
also serves as chair of the Bylaws Revision
Committee. In December, David sponsored a holi
day celebration for the children at the Joe DiMaggio
wing of Memorial Regional Hospital.
Howard T. Sutter became board certified hy
The Florida Bar in the area of admiralty and
maritime law.
Daniel S. Vecchione, of West Palm Beach, became
board certified hy The Florida Bar in the area of
workers' compensation law.
Jayne Weintraub appears on Power of Attorney, a
nationally syndicated courtroom TV show. Jayne has
previously appeared on the Montel Williams Show
and Court TV. She was also featured in Joan
Fleischman's column "Ttlk of our Town," titled
"Miami Lawyer Gets Leading Role in TV
Courtroom," in The Herald.

1981
Barbara A. Curtis, of the law firm of Curtis &
Curtis, PA., has been appointed chair of the
Aviation Law Certification Committee of The
Florida Bar.
Barbara Heyer was featured in the Broward Daily
Business Review in a story titled "Ready When You
Are, U.S. Attorney" hy Dan Christensen. Barbara,
representing the family of Richard O. Brown,
received the largest monetary settlement for her
client in a case that involved a police shooting in
Miami.
Douglas M. Mcintosh of
Mcintosh, Sawran, Peltz &
Cartaya, PA., in Fort
Lauderdale received the Joseph
P. Metzger Outstanding
Achievement Award from the
Florida Defense Lawyers
Association.

Honorable Jay Spechler is on the board of directors
of the Young at Art Children's Museum.

1979
Larry J. Behar presented "Solving Immigration
Problems" at The Florida Bar International Law
Section CLE "Florida-Quebec Forum" on March 3
in Fort Lauderdale.
Merrilee Ehrlich was honored at the Annual
Tribute Brunch of the B'nai B'rith Justice Unit for
her dedicated service over the past 20 years.
Rafael Suarez-Rivas, of the Hollywood City
Attorney's Office, recently presented "Contract Law
-Selected Topics" at the Florida Regional Minority
Council Seminar and Trade Fair in Fort Lauderdale.
Beverly Vesel was honored at the recent Annual
Tribute Brunch of the B'nai B'rith Justice Unit for
her dedicated service over the past 20 years.

1980
John R. Banister, a partner with Warwick &
Banister, PA., in Palm Beach, was installed on the
board of directors at Gulfstream Goodwill Industries,
Inc., and will serve as vice chairman for 2001.
General Master Barbara Beilly gave a CLE presen
tation, "Annual Family Law Update," at the
February 21 meeting of the Broward County
Women Lawyers Association.
Michele Kane Cummings, a partner in the Fort
Lauderdale law firm of Ruden, McClosky, Smith,
Schuster <Sr Russell, PA., was elected a fellow in the
International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers.
She heads the firm's family law practice group and
concentrates her practice in dissolution of marriage,
paternity, and child custody cases. She is board certi
fied hy The Florida Bar in marital and family law
and a certified family law mediator and circuit/civil

Laura Sheskin Rotstein has
become board certified by The
Florida Bar in the area of elder law.

1982
Honorable Lucy Chernow Brown was installed
president of the Palm Beach Justice Unit of B'nai
B'rith in November.
Peter G. Herman of Tripp Scott in Fort Lauderdale
has been elected to the board of directors of the
Federal Bar Association, Broward County Chapter.
Pamela A. Simonton has become vice president of
corporate technology development at Exelixis, Inc.,
San Francisco. Previously she was vice president of
licensing and acquisitions for the North American
Pharmaceutical Division of the Bayer Corporation.

1983
Iris M. Bass is president-elect of the Association of
Broward County Mediators. She is on the
Mediation/Arbitration Committee of the Family
Law Section.
Honorable John F. Campbell of Campbell,
Buckholz, Saunders & Nelson, LLP, was recently
elected to the State Senate of Vermont.
Adam Doner, a shareholder of Gordon & Doner in
West Palm Beach, has joined the board of the North
County Bar Association. He specializes in personal
injury and wrongful death.
Cheryl Kaplan was honored at the recent Annual
Tribute Brunch of the B'nai B'rith Justice Unit for
her dedicated service over the past 20 years.

Rosemarie S. Roth presented "Collaborative
Lawyering - What's That?" in March at The Florida
Bar CLE "More Skill-Building for Family Law
Mediators."
Daye Thurbin of Long Ditton of Surrey, England,
has been selected as a visiting fellow by the Civic
Education Project at Tbilish State University in
the former Soviet Republic of Georgia. She will
teach courses in the area of human rights law and
participate in the Civic Education Project
Outreach Program of which activities include guest
lecturing, resume and interview workshops, studyabroad lectures, election observations, and setting
up legal clinics.
Howard Toland has been selected to serve a threeyear term as a member of the Legal Committee of
the Equipment Leasing Association (ELA).
Theresa Van Vliet has joined the Miami office of
Kilpatrick Stockton in the firm's new white-collar
defense unit helping corporate clients comply with
money laundering laws and avoid economic sanc
tions. Previously Theresa was senior litigation coun
sel for the U.S. Department of Justice, headed a
200-person task force battling the Cali cartel, and
fine-tuned policy under the Emergency Economic
Powers Act in the Washington bureau of the
Department of Justice's chief of narcotics.

1984
Honorable Charles Burton, who gained national
fame last year as chairman of the Palm Beach
County Canvassing Board, will write a preface for
the presidential election book, Bush v. Gore: A Legal
Sourcebook and CD-ROM, which is being prepared
by Professors Johnny Burris, Phyllis Coleman, and
Bob Jarvis. Judge Burton oversaw the manual
recount of Palm Beach County ballots after the
November presidential election.
Anthony J. Carriuolo has joined the Fort Lauderdale
office of Berger & Singerman as a shareholder and
member of the dispute resolution team. He is admit
ted to practice in the Southern, Middle, and
Northern Districts of Florida; the 11th Circuit Court
of Appeals; and the U.S. Supreme Court.
Honorable Rex Ford participated in Federal Courts
Review at the "22nd Annual Immigration Law
Update" CLE in Miami on February 16. Judge Ford
is also on the NSU Law Center's board of governors.
Randee J. Golder met in Cuba with law school pro
fessors, a former minister of justice, the attorney
general, and representatives of Cuban law firms from
January 21-29 to promote humanitarian causes as
part of a delegation of criminal justice legal profes
sionals from the United States.
Honorable Renee Goldenberg presented several
topics on exam preparation at The Florida Bar
Family Law Section 2001 Matrimonial and Family
Law Certification Exam Review Course on February
3 in Tampa.
Lisa Greene began her master's in social work at the
State University of New York at Stony Brook in
September 2000.
Mark E. Kohl was elected state attorney in the
16th Circuit.
Lisa McNelis and husband Richard Roselli were
named the year 2000 recipients of the Ronald G.
Assaf Benefactor Award for their contributions to the
building fund of the St. Jude School in Boca Raton.
Valerie W. Shea of Heinrich, Gordon, Hargrove,
Weihe & James has been elected secretary/treasurer
of the Florida Defense Lawyers Association.

1985
Thomas J. Baird became board certified by The
Florida Bar in the area of city, county, and local gov
ernment law.
Scott Brenner, president and broker of Brenner
Real Estate Group and principal of Zenith Realty
Investments I Ltd., has been elected to the board
of directors of the Deerfield Beach Chamber
of Commerce.
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Melinda S. Gentile, formerly of Ruden, McClosky,
Smith, Schuster & Russell, P.A., has become a part
ner with Peckar & Abramson, Rosenberg, Reisman
& Stein in Miami. She concentrates in the areas of
constmction law and commercial litigation.
Gregg S. Lerman presented "Cross-Examination of
the Arresting Officer" and "Roadside Sobriety
Testing" at a one-day seminar in February titled
"Strategies in Handling DWI and DUI Cases in
Florida."
Evelyn M. Merchant was named partner with
Adorno & Zeder, P.A., where she concentrates in
the area of insurance and liability defense in the
Miami office.
Honorable Paul Novack, mayor of Surfside, has
launched a project to send educational materials to
Haitian law school libraries in an effort to help the
Republic of Haiti develop reliable and effective
democratic institutions. Anyone with legal resource
material in French or English, or other items needed
for law libraries, may participate in the project. The
project does not seek or accept monetary donations.
To participate call (305) 947-3000.
1986
Walter Finnegan is of counsel with Riley, Knosur &
Emanuel in Fort Lauderdale and McLuskey,
McDonald & Payne in Miami, specializing in per
sonal injury and medical malpractice.
Patrick J. Murphy announces the formation of
Murphy, McFarlane, Magee & Dolan in Fort
Lauderdale. The firm concentrates in the areas of
insurance defense, personal injury and wrongful
death, medical malpractice, commercial and busi
ness litigation, and aviation and maritime law.
Ken Padowitz was the state prosecutor in the Lionel
Tate trial involving the death of Tiffany Eunick.
1987
Barbara Goglio presented "Corporate Fiduciaries" at
The Florida Bar CLE "Basic Probate and
Guardianship Law" in Tampa and Miami in
November 2000.
Rebecca Kay has married Michael O. Keeler.
Rebecca is board certified in city, county, and local
government law and continues to practice in the
Broward County Attorney's Office.
Yueh-Mei Kim Nutter has
joined Hodgson, Russ,
Andrews, Woods & Goodyear,
LLP in Boca Raton as a senior
associate in the firm's general
litigation practice group. She
concentrates in the area of civil
litigation with a particular focus
on family law. She also handles
collections, probate, and estate
matters. She currently serves as
cochairman of the Mediation Committee of the
South Palm Beach County Bar Association.
Morgan Rood, attorney for the clerk of the circuit
and county courts, is president of the Broward
County unit of B'nai B'rith. He participated in
the Annual Tribute Brunch of the B'nai B'rith
Justice Unit.
Wendy Press Sweeny practices
in the areas of criminal defense,
domestic/family law, employ
ment-related matters, and gen
eral practice in her firm, Wendy
Press Sweeny, Attorney at Law,
P.C., in Worland, Wyoming.
Wendy was appointed the
national chair for the Young
Careerist Program for the
Business and Professional
Women's Organization, a program for young profes
sionals from 25 to 35 years of age who desire to
develop leadership skills and obtain personal devel
opment training. She is spearheading the national
competition in Portland, Oregon, in July 2001 dur
ing the National Business and Professional
Women's Conference.
Mazen M. Sukkar was morning program moderator
at the "22nd Annual Immigration Law Update"
advanced-level course in Miami on February 15.
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1988
Honorable Marcia Beach was robed as circuit court
judge on January 26 at the Broward County
Courthouse.
Eddie Dinna was featured in The Herald in an article
titled "Lifelong Pals Share Fond Memories, Identical
Injuries" on January 16.
Karen Van den Heuvel Fischer's new book, A
Beacon for Life, has been released by
PublishAmerica, Inc. It is an inspirational story giv
ing hope and encouragement to all who have suf
fered the loss of a loved one.
Stacey Honowitz was featured
in an article in the February
edition of Glamour magazine for
winning a national award that
recognizes women who use
their best physical assets to help
others. Stacey's award recog
nizes that she "has the most
beautiful lips in the country and
puts them to the best possible
use—speaking for justice on
behalf of rape victims and molested children."
Stacey is a sex crimes prosecutor in Broward County.
For more information, see the Sun-Sentinel,
November 6, at 3B.
William J. McFarlane III has joined the newly
formed law firm of Murphy McFarlane, Magee &
Dolan. The firm specializes in insurance defense, per
sonal injury, medical malpractice, commercial and
business litigation, and aviation and maritime law.
Scott Rothstein is a partner with the Hollywood
law firm, Phillips, Eisinger, Koss, Rothstein &
Rosenfeldt. His practice concentrates in labor and
employment litigation.
1989
Hope Tieman Bristol is running for circuit judge in
the 17th Judicial Circuit.
Kevin Carmichael has become associated with
Quarles & Brady in Naples, Florida, where he con
centrates in the areas of trusts, estates, business, and
tax law.
Sharon Glickman was honored at the 2001 Vista
Award Ceremony in March for vision in service to
the Broward County Women Lawyers Association.
Joseph M. Goldstein was named partner with
Shutts & Bowen in Fort Lauderdale where he con
centrates in the area of litigation.
Paul Remillard, former direc
tor of The Florida Bar's Center
for Professionalism, was hon
ored for his work promoting
lawyers' professionalism in
Florida. Paul taught more than
150 seminars to more than
17,000 lawyers while director.
He left his post in February
2001 and is now practicing law
in the private sector.
G. Mark Shalloway presented "Fiduciary
Representation" at The Florida Bar CLE "Elder Law
Section Certification Review Course" on February
16 in Orlando. Mark chaired the NAELA Institute
"Climbing to Prosperity with Professionalism" held
in Colorado Springs.
1990
Robert D. Sloane retired last year after seven years
of practice with Romulo Fredrick with concentra
tions in general practice and personal injury.
1991
Michael W. Carroll is board certified by The Florida
Bar in the area of civil trial law.
Bobbie Ford's company, BarCharts, Boca Raton, is
included on "The List" in Inc. 500 magazine.
BarCharts is listed as #303 from the 2000 ranking of
the fastest-growing private companies in America.
A. Margaret Hesford has relocated her practice to
5648 West Atlantic Boulevard in Margate, Florida.
Beverly Pohl, who specializes in appeals, represent
ed Theresa LaPore from West Palm Beach in the
butterfly ballot controversy during the presidential
election controversy. She was mentioned in the
November 27 issue of Time magazine in the article
titled "Madame Butterfly Follies." Beverly argued
before the Florida Supreme Court on the parental

rights of Kathy Bush, the Coral Springs woman
found guilty of deliberately making her daughter sick.
Stephanie Schneider presented "Nursing Home and
ALF Residents Rights: Federal & Florida" in
Orlando on February 17 at The Florida Bar CLE
"Elder Law Section Certification Review Course."
Andrew J. Stien has become president of the
Broward County Bar Association, Young Lawyers
Division.
1992
Gregory A. Chaires announces the opening of
Webster & Partners, P.L., in Winter Park, Florida.
The firm concentrates in the areas of taxation and
business transactions and Greg specializes in the
areas of health care and administrative law.
Sherril M. Colombo has been named partner with
Bilzin, Sumberg, Dunn, Baena, Price & Axelrod in
Miami. Sherril concentrates in the areas of employ
ment and commercial litigation.
Andy M. Custer announces the relocation of offices
to 604 Lake Avenue in Lake Worth. He concen
trates in the area of injury and death claims caused
by negligence.
Bradley S. Gould was named partner with Shutts &
Bowen in Fort Lauderdale. He concentrates in the
areas of eminent domain, condemnation, inverse
condemnation, and property rights.
Eduardo Lacasa of Ruden, McClosky, Smith,
Schuster &. Russell, P.A., has been appointed a
board member of the Zoological Society of Florida.
Patrick W. Lawlor became board certified by The
Florida Bar in the area of civil trial law.
Howard E. Nelson of Bilzin, Sumberg, Dunn,
Baena, Price & Axelrod in Miami has been elected
chair of the Downtown Fort Lauderdale Transporta
tion Management Association.
Michael Pancier has joined Phillips, Eisinger, Koss,
Rothstein & Rosenfeldt as senior associate in the
labor litigation department.
Alan S. Apte has become assistant state attorney for
the Ninth Judicial Circuit State Attorney's Office in
Orlando.
Braulio Baez was appointed by Governor Jeb Bush
to the Florida Public Service Commission, which
oversees Florida's telephone, electric, and water util
ities. Before entering private practice in Coral
Gables, Braulio worked as an assistant to former
commissioner Joe Garcia.
Louise McAlpin Brais has been named partner with
Holland & Knight, LLP, in their Miami office.
Louise practices litigation with emphasis on class
actions and federal securities. She previously served
as judicial intern for United States magistrate
Linnea R. Johnson of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Florida.
Jamie Finizio-Bascombe, formerly a partner with
Montero, Finizio & Velasquez, P.A., announces the
opening of her own practice in Fort Lauderdale. She
concentrates in the areas of personal injury and civil
litigation. She is on the board of The Florida Bar's
Young Lawyers Section. Jamie had baby girl
Caroline Jenna on April 25, 2000.
Walter Honaman was featured in the Sun-Sentinel
on December 21 regarding his work with TEAMCHILD, a legal aid program that helps teenage girls
in the justice system receive treatment rather than
punishment.
Noel Wise was offered a teaching fellowship at
Stanford University for 2001-2002. She will con
tinue her research, while working toward a J.S.M.
degree. Currently, Noel is with the U.S. Department
of Justice in San Francisco and an adjunct professor
at University of California-Berkeley (Boalt & Hall).
In July 2000, Janet Reno presented Noel with the
Attorney General's Distinguished Service Award for
her work on United States v. American Airlines
(South District of Florida).
1994
Hayden Dempsey is assistant deputy general coun
sel in Governor Jeb Bush's Office of General
Counsel. He handles internal matters, including
reviewing legislation. Hayden previously was an
assistant state attorney and in private practice.
Wendy Girardin of Legal, Corporate & Financial
Investigations in Naples, Florida, served as a panelist
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at the Corporate Fraud Symposium in Fort Myers,
Florida, sponsored by the Florida Institute of
Certified Public Accountants.

Lisa B. Siegel is an associate at Ruden, McClosky,
Smith, Schuster & Russell, B.A., in Fort Lauderdale
in the trusts and estates practice group.

the areas of intellectual property, international copy
right and trademark registrations, oppositions, and
prosecutions.

Rodger L. Hochman was named general counsel of
CYBeR-CARE. A Florida Bar board-certified health
lawyer, Rodger was an associate with Broad and
Cassel in Miami, and prior thereto an associate of
Tripp, Scott, Conklin & Smith in Fort Lauderdale.

1996
Julio C. Acosta is a partner with Hightower, Rudd,
Weiser & Acosta in Miami concentrating in the
area of insurance defense.

1999
Dina Athanasopoulos is employed by the city of Fort
Lauderdale as city prosecutor in municipal ordinan
ces and criminal misdemeanors. Dina is engaged to
be married to Larry Kaizen '98 in November 2001.

Daniel E. McGurn recently joined the legal
department of Paradise Music & Entertainment,
Inc., a publicly traded independent entertainment
company with offices in New York, Los Angeles,
and Nashville, after serving for three years as corpo
rate counsel for The A Consulting Team, Inc.
Daniel works in the New York office.
Thomas L. Romeo has joined Becker & Poliakoff,
P.A., concentrating in the area of labor and employ
ment law.
Scott Solkoff presented "Administrative &
Litigation Advocacy" on February 17 at The Florida
Bar CLE "Elder Law Section Certification Review
Course" in Orlando. Scott is board certified in the
area of elder law.
Sean L. Wilson became board certified by The
Florida Bar in the area of tax law.
1995
Andrew S. Alitowski has joined Akin & Smith,
LLC, with offices at 305 Broadway, New York.
The firm concentrates in the area of personal
injury matters.
Nader Anise has authored 12
legal/marketing/business articles
for 10 different publications.
Some of his most recent include:
Florida Lawyer, December 2000;
Legal Management,

September/October 2000;
California Law Business,

September 18, 2000; Marcom
Magazine, Fall 2000; and China
Exporter, June 2000. An adjunct
professor for the M.B.A. program at NSU, and presi
dent of Nader Anise Lawyer Marketing, Inc., he
conducts nationwide seminars on lawyer marketing,
and customizes programs for law firms. He launched
his legal marketing Web site (www.naderanise.com)
offering free legal referrals. Nader founded the
American Lawyers Public Image Association
(www.alpia.org) to promote a positive public image
of the legal profession. This organization received
national recognition during a Will & Grace show.
Chester M. Bestrycki, Jr., joined Marshall,
Dennehey, Warner, Coleman & Goggin as an asso
ciate in its Scranton, Pennsylvania, office, where he
will concentrate his practice in the professional lia
bility area. He previously served as law clerk with
the Honorable Chester T. Harhut, Lackawanna
County Court of Common Pleas.
Adam Goldberg's article "Endangered Species: A
Historical Perspective of the Federal Wealth
Transfer Tax" was featured in The Florida Bar Tax
Section Bulletin, September 2000 issue.
Donna Greenspan was installed as vice president in
the 2000-2001 board of directors of the Palm Beach
County Chapter of the Florida Association for
Women Lawyers.
Bruce S. Liebman is now of counsel to Akerman,
Senterfitt & Eidson's litigation department in Fort
Lauderdale. His practice specializes in employment
litigation and commercial disputes.
Adam C. Linkhorst has become a shareholder with
Leiby, Taylor, Stearns, Linkhorst & Roberts, P.A., the
former Leiby Constmction Law Firm, with offices
located in Fort Lauderdale. The firm concentrates in
the area of construction law. Adam presented "Case
Law Update" at The Florida Bar CLE "Advanced
Construction Law for the New Millennium - How
Technology and New Issues in the 21st Century
Will Change Construction."
Anthony J. Scaletta has joined the law firm of
Bond, Schoeneck & King, PA., in Naples, Florida.
He practices in most areas of tax law, with particular
emphasis on estate planning, including wills, trusts,
family limited partnerships, tax exempt organiza
tions, charitable giving, and related individual
income tax matters. He received his LL.M. degree
in taxation from the University of Florida College
of Law.

Elysse A. Elder is an associate with Page, Mrachek,
Fitzgerald & Rose, PA., in West Palm Beach. She
concentrates in the areas of civil and commercial
litigation.
John Fallon and Cyndi Sheehan were married
September 9, 2000, and reside in Revere,
Massachusetts. John is an associate with Falbo,
Solari & Goldberg practicing real estate law, and
Cyndi is an associate with Haufler Associates prac
ticing domestic relations law.
Nellie L. King and Carl R. Schaefer were married
December 16 in Palm Beach in a double ceremony
in which the bride's sister, Josie J. King, married
Stephen P. Reed. Nellie is an assistant public defend
er at the West Palm Beach Public Defender's Office.
Linda L. Kleinman was recently elected member
ship cochair and board member of the American
Corporate Counsel Association, South Florida
Chapter.
Eric R. Tomchin is associated with the Law Offices
of John L. Di Masi in Orlando, Florida. The firm
concentrates in the areas of real estate law and clos
ings, business law, and commercial litigation.
Richard S. Vermut is an adjunct faculty member
teaching patent law at the University of Florida
College of Law. Richard received his LL.M. from
Georgetown and currently is with the law firm of
Rogers, Towers, Bailey et al. in Jacksonville, Florida.
1997
Jennifer Ator has become associated with Weil,
Gotshal & Manges in Miami where she practices in
the litigation department.
Nancy C. Ciampa has become an associate with
Carlton, Fields, Ward, Emmanuel, Smith & Cutler,
P.A., concentrating in the areas of appellate and
trial support and civil appeals.
William R. Cohen has merged his practice into
Thav, Gross, Steinway & Bennett, P.C., and contin
ues litigating throughout Florida, Michigan, and
California.
Hilary Creary was named Attorney of the Month
by Broward Lawyers Care. She has donated more
than 90 hours of free legal service to Broward's indi
gent population. Hilary has devoted many hours
working with children who have been sexually
abused and with women who are getting their lives
back together after divorce and tragedies.
Adriana Kovalovska has been named vice president
of legal affairs at CyberGuard Corporation, a
provider of network security solutions.
Nancy Lapierre presented "Governmental and
Professional Services Available in Quebec and
Florida" at The Florida Bar International Law
Section "Florida-Quebec Forum" on March 3 in
Fort Lauderdale.
Louis D. Lazaro joined the legal team in the
Department of Children and Families Service,
District 14.
Angelica Palank, Cooper City commissioner, has
started the new nonprofit Paul Palank Memorial
Foundation to focus on abused and neglected chil
dren from the court award she received from CCS
Transportation, Inc., in October. The story was
included in the Sun-Sentinel on February 3, 2001.
1998
Randall Bentley was promoted to assistant U.S.
attorney and is lead prosecutor on his base in
Virginia. Randy joined JAG two years ago and was
previously in charge of the labor and employment
disputes on the base.
Lawrence F. Kaizen has been promoted from associ
ate to managing attorney of the collections division
of Gill & Associates in Boca Raton.
Joseph Malka has joined the Office of the Statewide
Prosecutor at the Capitol in Tallahassee.
Geri L. Mankoff has joined Perry Ellis
International, Inc., in Miami. She concentrates in

Michael Bermann joined Phillips, Eisinger, Koss,
Rothstein & Rosenfeldt as an associate in the con
dominium real estate area.
Mertella Burris
and Laverne
Largie '00 were
featured in The
Herald regarding
their fellowship
work at
Broward's Legal
Aid Service
enhancing the
Welfare-to-Work
Program that helps low-income residents get educa
tion and jobs that will boost their standard of living.
Ergio I. Fernandez was promoted to assistant chief
of the Crimes Division at the Miami-Dade State
Attorney's Office.
Karen Finkle has joined Katz, Barron, Squitero &
Faust as an associate in their Coconut Grove office.
She will concentrate on insurance defense and com
mercial litigation. Karen earned an LL.B. at the
University of Ottawa.
Jeffrey M. Gad has joined Broad and Cassel in its
Fort Lauderdale office as associate in the corporate
and securities practice group.
Samuel Kohrs is with the Law Offices of Steven M.
Ziegler, PA., concentrating in medical malpractice
defense.
Susan D. Pesel announces the
opening of her law firm in Boca
Raton. She concentrates in real
estate transactions of residential
properties.
Marc D. Seitles began clerking
in September 2000 for the
Honorable Lawrence K.
Karlton, chief judge emeritus,
U.S. District Court, Eastern
District of California.
Sally H. Seltzer has joined Cole, White &
Billbrough, P.A., as an associate.
Motty Shulman has moved to New York where he
is working in Westchester County with David Boies'
law firm (former vice president Al Gore's lead attor
ney). Motty was a law clerk for U.S. District Judge
Moreno during the past year. He is now residing in
New Hempstead, New York.
John R. Whittles is associated with Richman,
Greer, Weil, Brumbaugh, Mirabito & Christensen,
P.A., in West Palm Beach. He concentrates in the
area of commercial litigation.
Michael A. Amico has joined the Public Defender's
Office for the 10th Judicial Circuit.
Scott A. Bassman has joined Cole, White &
Billbrough, P.A., as an associate in their Miami
office.
Nicki Fernandez relocated to New York City and is
currently working in-house with a small corporation
of more than 70 employees as contracts administra
tor. Nicki drafts and negotiates all company agree
ments and handles all legally related aspects from
Intellectual Property, overseeing all litigation with
outside firms.
Melissa Fisher joined Phillips, Eisinger, Koss,
Rothstein & Rosenfeldt as an associate in the labor
law department.
Michael Halberg's paper from Professor Poliakoff's
Condominium Law class was published in the CAI
Journal of Community Association Law. His article
"Gated Communities: Do They Raise Residents'
Expectations and Increase Liability for
Associations?" appears in Volume 4, Number 1
(2001) on page 5.
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Roy Harris has joined Broad and Cassel as an asso
ciate in the corporate securities practice group in its
Fort Lauderdale office.
Hugh Hedley and Barry Goodman's '01 Web site
legalengine.com is now posted in Australia and was
named "site of the week" at www.phillylawyer.com.
Laverne Largie and Mertella Burris '99 were fea
tured in The Herald regarding their fellowship work
at Broward's Legal Aid Service helping the poor
and homeless (see photo page 15).
Cedric E. Lewis is an associate with Peterson &
Myers in their Winter Haven office.
Neil St. John Rambana announces the opening of
the Law Office of Neil St. John Rambana, P.A., in
Tallahassee, Florida. His primary practice areas are
immigration, Social Security, personal injury, and
family law.
Matthew M. Rosen has opened Intellectual
Property Agency, Inc., in Hollywood and is fea
tured on www.IntellectualPropertyAgency.com.

Camy Beth Schwam-Wilcox has become an assis
tant state attorney for the Ninth Circuit in Orlando.
Sagi Shaked has joined Cole, White & Billbrough,
PA., as an associate in their
Miami office.
Mitch Tyre stepped down as
Juno Beach police chief after
nearly 14 years and is currently
with the law firm of Kibbey &
Barlow in Stuart, Florida. He
was featured in the Palm Beach
Post in September.

2001
Derek Filcoff was offered admission to the LL.M.
Tax Program at the University of Washington.

Douglas Marino has joined the law firm of Peter
M. Hobaica, LLC, in Utica, New York. This is a
plaintiff firm practicing in the areas of medical and
professional malpractice, personal injury, wrongful
death, and product liability in central New York.
Bonnie Navin has been nominated for the
National Law School Deans' List. The National
Law School Deans' List celebrates excellence in
legal education by recognizing the enormous efforts
that our nation's top law students put forth in their
academic performance, their leadership achieve
ment, and their community service. The leatherbound book listing all nominees was published in
spring 2001 and presented to each United States
Supreme Court justice and Court of Appeals judge.

Barry Goodman was interviewed for an article
published in Imaging & Document Solutions maga
zine regarding wireless technology. Barry and Hugh
Hedley's site legalengine.com is now posted in
Australia and was named "site of the week" at
www.phillylawyer,com.

In Memory of ...
Andrew L. Richard— '83
Phil Snaith— '87
John Anthony Ruberto, Jr.— '88
Everett Meixel— '95

Keep-in Touch

Remember that you can make a gift in lieu of
flowers to honor a loved one.

Interested in finding out the latest news from your NSU classmates? Want to share your most recent professional

A partial or whole scholarship can be

news with your fellow alumni? Keep us informed! Send your news clippings, photos, press releases, etc., to: NSU Lawyer,

Shepard Broad Law Center, Nova Southeastern University, 3305 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314-7721.
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ON THE DOCKET 2001
Alumni and Friends Reception in
conjunction with the annual meeting
of The Florida Bar, 5:30-6:30 p.m.

June 21

The Marriott Orlando World Center

June 22-23

Southern Regional Academic
Assistance Training
LSAC 2001
Shepard Broad Law Center

July 24

Alumni and Friends Reception-Tampa

July 24-25

Bar Exam Luncheons

July 25

Master's in Health Law Program
begins

August 15

1L Orientation

August 20

Classes begin for 2001-2002

Summer

NSU Law Alumnni Association
Board Elections
You will be notified by mail of additional upcoming events.

LAW LIBRARY HOURS*
Regular Hours:
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:00 a.m.-midnight
8:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.-midnight

"Note:
Special hours during holidays
and exams. For more information,
call (954) 262-6200.

The Law Center admits students of any race, sex, sexual orientation, age,
color, nondisqualifying handicap, religion, or national or ethnic origin.
Nova Southeastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097: Telephone number
404-679-4501) to award bachelor's, master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
• The Shepard Broad Law Center is accredited by the Council of the Section of Legal Education and
Admissions to the Bar of the American Bar Association (750 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60611;
telephone number: (312) 988-6738). The Law Center is a member of the Association of American Law
Schools (AALS).
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NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Shepard Broad Law Center
Leo Goodwin Sr. Hall
3305 College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314-7721
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